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Executive Summary
This report provides a fire safety analysis on the Robert E. Kennedy Library located on the Cal Poly
University campus San Luis Obispo, California. In the course of this analysis, a prescriptive and
performance-based approached was used. The goal was to review and obtain an understanding of the
features of the building’s design and use that provide fire safety. During the analysis, areas of deficiency
will be identified. Recommendations will be made based on the analysis and the nature of the
deficiencies.
The overall goal is to abide by the NPFA Life Safety standard:
•
•

Protection of occupants not intimate with the initial fire development.
Improvement of the survivability of occupants, intimate with the initial fire development.

These goals can be accomplished by both prescriptive and performance-based codes. Since the library is
an existing building, the prescriptive-based codes will apply and the performance analysis will be used to
review areas of safety concern. In the prescriptive analysis, the buildings classification and use were
established and the rated structural elements were assessed. This included structural typing, egress
components, suppression systems, and alarm functions.
On the prescriptive side, the library was built according to the 1976 Uniform Building Code. Any
requirements would be held to that code. The use of the International Building Code is only for
reference. However, it should be noted that if any changes to the structure or use of the building would
require a new code review and possible update to the current code.
The library is a five-story Type I-A building classified as a Group A-2.1 (Group A-3 per IBC). It has a
calculated occupant load capacity of 2725 people. While the primary building elements comply with the
code, there were some areas of deficiencies. These are mainly egress issue for occupant loads. The two
main ones, are a single exit point in the first-floor open courtyard and the lack of egress width capacity
on the second-floor. As recommended, a simple fix would be to reduce occupancy capacity or add a
second exit to the courtyard.
Since the library is not fully equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, it has some water demand
issue. Hydrant flow tests show a water supply of 2590 GPM. The current water supply is well under the
IBC and ISO recommendations. While not a requirement for existing buildings, if a sprinkler system was
installed, the current water demand would then be able to meet the IBC and ISO recommendations.
For the performance-based analysis, the following tenability criterion was established to meet the
defined goals.
•
•
•

Smoke Obscuration of 13-feet horizontal view or vertical smoke level dropping below 6-feet
above floor.
Asphyxiant gas: Ct exposure dose of CO at 30,000 ppm-min
Thermal – ambient air temperature at 6 feet of 140° F

Three different design fires were developed trying to meet the guidelines in the NFPA Life Safety Code.
The first was a fire in the bookstack area of the fourth-floor. The second was a desk fire located at the
main entrance causing the front exit and main staircase to be unusable. These two fires are fuel limited
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fires and not expected to cause flashover. The third fire is one in a smaller room on the fourth-floor. This
fire was designed to reach flashover.
After modeling the three fires, the fire progression was compared to the tenability criterion. This was
used to determine if RSET met ASET for each of the three different design fires.
For design fire 1 (fire in the bookstack area) the ASET was 460 seconds to evacuate the floor while the
RSET with a safety margin was 429 seconds. The fire in the bookstack area did not meet the safe egress
requirements.
For design fire 2 (fire in the front lobby) the ASET was 900 seconds to evacuate the first and second
floors while the RSET with a safety margin was 810 seconds.
For design fire 3 (fire in study room on fourth floor) the ASET was not established, but it was expected to
exceed the RSET with a safety margin value of 612 seconds.
After the performance analysis there were further recommendations in addition to the
recommendations for the prescriptive aspects. These include installing additional smoke detectors,
equipping the library with an emergency voice alert system, and implementing a written safety plan that
includes staff training.
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Introduction
It is important to consider more than just the outward appearance of any building. One could view a
false sense of security if all we did was consider the exterior building materials. At first glance, the
Robert E Kennedy Library, is a strong looking large concrete building. There is a feeling of safety from
fire when looking at a building of steel and concrete. However, no building is immune from the
devastation of fire. When buildings are designed for human use, there is a need for furniture, displays,
and computers to name a few items. All of which has some combustible component. It is because of
these combustible aspects that fires and harmful situations can’t be eliminated. This is why engineers
need to conduct reviews and analysis of buildings to try and provide occupants with a safe environment
as well as a safe way to egress when such a hazard occurs.
In the scope of this report, I will use relevant codes along with professional working practices to provide
a fire safety analysis for the Robert E Kennedy Library located on the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo campus.
Aspects of this analysis will include a prescriptive and performance-based analysis and will end with the
conclusions of my analysis.
While there are numerous potential hazardous events that can occur, the main focus of this report will
be fire related. When appropriate I will try and point out areas where fire related analysis coincides with
other hazards.
It should be noted that all dimensions as well as the layout and use was taken form building plans, and
diagrams found online at the Cal Poly Library website. I didn’t conduct a site visit to take measurements
or confirm areas of use. Since the building plans used were completed in 1977 there has been some
changes of use not available from the plans. Where there was a conflict of design between the building
plans and use diagrams, I defaulted to the more recent use diagrams. Since there are no measurements
or scale on the diagrams there might be some difference between what I was able to provide and the
true use and size today. These slight differences should not take away from the general concepts and
analysis provided in this report.

Building Overview
The Robert E Kennedy Library plans were designed in 1977 and construction was completed in 1980, at a
cost of $11 million [1]. It was designed and built under the 1976 Uniform Building Code (UBC)
requirements. It is a five-story reinforced concrete building. There is a closed-in courtyard in the center
of the building that is open to the environment at the top. The outside footprint of the building is 272 ft
by 191 ft. Most of the ceiling heights are 14 feet (finished floor to ceiling) with some offices and rooms
with a 9 feet ceiling. Every floor level has large open floor plans with various smaller rooms and areas
sectioned out on each floor. Floor plans can be seen in Figures 3 – 7.
The main entrance is on the east end of the building. Within the main entrance area is a large open
staircase leading from the first floor to the second floor, this can be seen in Figure 1. This open space
provides a 44 ft by 22 ft open connection between the first and second floor. This area acts like an
atrium providing a good source of air circulation between the two floors and would allow products of
combustion to flow from the first floor to the second floor. There is an additional opening of the same
size, without the staircase, along the east wall. However, there are glass walls separating the opening on
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the second floor. This glass prevents the free movement of air from the first floor to the second in this
area.

Figure 1: Open stairs in front entrance
There are two elevators in the west end of the building and a single elevator in the east end near the
open stairway. All elevators provide access to all floors. There is no elevator lobby provided to separate
the elevators from the rest of the library. There is a central stairway used as the main staircase from the
first to the second floor. This is within the open space between the first and second floor. Main stairway
access to the third, fourth, and fifth floors is from a separate central stairway starting on the second
floor. There are an additional four exit staircases in the building that provide emergency exit from every
floor directly to the exterior of the building on the first floor. There is both a dry standpipe connection in
each of the four emergency exit staircases for fire department use, and a wet standpipe connection with
hose cabinet for occupant use.
The building is equipped with a central air handling system with air ducts installed on the ceiling on
every floor. The building is equipped with smoke detectors on every floor of the building, with duct
mounted smoke detector installed in the air ducts. The detectors are zoned and tied into a central alarm
panel. The fire alarm system is also equipped with magnetic door holder releases, sounding alarms, and
11
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water flow alarm. The building is partially equipped with a fire sprinkler system. The scope of the fire
sprinkler system is limited to only a few rooms on various floors. The majority of the building as well as
the main sections of the library are unsprinklered.
It is a multi-function building providing library services, study areas, class rooms, computer and print
services as some of its provided services. The library is open seven days a week with some sections
having 24-hour access. This means that portions of the building are occupied all the time. The large
rooms and multifloored building, allow for large amounts of people to be inside of the building.
There are large rows of bookshelves on all floors of the building. These rows of book storage not only
add to the fuel load but can make egress confusing for someone not familiar with the building layout.
Besides the bookstacks, there are smaller rooms with large book and document storage.

Prescriptive Analysis
The prescriptive requirements of a building could be considered the foundation of the project. They are
the requirements contained within the various codes and standards. There are many factors that go into
the prescriptive requirements; year of the project, location of project, and desired design of the project.
It becomes easy for the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) to rely on codes instead of performance
analysis. Prescriptive codes have historically served well with their well-defined rigid nature; however,
they lack flexibility for unusual or complex designs [2].
The Robert E Kennedy Library was primally designed and constructed to prescriptive requirements of
the times. During my prescriptive analysis of this building, I will reference the 1976 UBC as well as
current International Building Code (IBC) and California Fire Code (CFC).
It needs to be understood that a building is required to comply with the code of record at the time of
design and building. The current adopted code requirements would not apply to an exiting building,
except with very rare retroactive code changes. New additions or changes within the building would
require meeting the current codes as required with the changes. I only use current code requirements as
a means to apply safety analysis to the building.

Fire Protection Features
The first line of fire protection for the building is started in the design stage. It is done with providing a
combination of active and passive measures. Active fire protection are measures or devices that require
some form of activation through manual, mechanical, or electrical operation. Passive fire protection are
measures that do not require external power to operate but relies on specific construction features and
materials [2]
Passive measures are broken down into three types, reduce or stop the rate of fire growth, provides for
fire containment, and provides for emergency egress. These are all elements that are part of the
building design and built for the purpose of addressing one of the three elements. They will be
addressed in this report in the construction features regarding fire resistance ratings of materials,
interior finish materials, as well as the egress components.
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For the active fire protection measures, the sections will include the water suppression system, the
smoke containment and evacuation systems, and the fire detection system. These are all features that
need some external operation to operate.

Occupancy Classification and Use
It is important to determine the occupancy classification and use designation of the entire building.
There are many factors within the codes that depend on how a building or areas within the building are
used; building height, egress, and fire separation requirements to name a few. It is because of this the
analysis needs to start with the use and occupancy classification of the building and areas within the
building.
The building is located on the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo campus, in the city of San Luis Obispo California.
It is a multi-function building with the primary purpose of providing library services to the university.
Chapter 3 of IBC provided the references in determining the occupancy classification of the building and
areas of use. Since the building is used for multiple functions there is the ability to divide the building
into a mixed occupancy use and classify each area. With this approach one would need to provide
adequate fire-resistance separation within the dividing walls. The separation between the different
occupancy groups would be required between higher classifications and lower classifications. While this
approach is possible, it was not taken with the library. It is because of this the entire building will be
considered as one occupancy group.
The first step is to determine the group and then subcategory. The library is a building used for the
gathering of people with the size to hold over 50 persons. Because of this, it is an assembly. The
subcategory is assembly uses intended for worship, recreation, or amusement and other assembly uses
not classified elsewhere in the IBC [3]. Chapter 3 of the 2018 IBC classifies the library as an Assembly
Group A-3. It should be noted that there have been changes to the occupancy classification definitions
from the 1976 UBC to the 2018 IBC. The UBC provides divisions within the assembly group. Any building
or portion of a building having an assembly room with an occupant load of 300 or more without a stage
would be a division 2.1 [4]. The library was constructed with the UBC, so the occupancy classification
would be Assembly Group Division 2.1.

Construction Classification
Another important aspect of the building that other code sections are based off is, the construction
classification. Construction elements assist in providing height, building area, and separation
requirements to name a few. It is important to fully understand the construction features and then use
Table 601 of the IBC to help determine the fire resistance rating of the building elements.
The primary structural frame as defined by the IBC shall include the following members; columns,
structural members having direct connection to the columns including girders, beams, trusses, and
spandrels, members of the floor and roof construction having direct connections to the columns, and
bracing members that are essential to vertical stability of the primary structural frame.
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The main support bracing system for the library are several columns spaced about every 20 feet
throughout the entire library. The smallest supporting columns for the library are steel reinforced
concrete 18”x18” with a 1 ½” concrete covering over the steel cage. As a general reference I have used
the tables provided in the UBC and from Chapter 19 of the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook. Both
provide similar results for reinforced-concrete columns, the ones in the library can provide an average of
4 hours of fire resistance protection [2].
The exterior walls consist of a combination of solid 8” concrete with interior insulation and 5/8” gypsum
board in some of the sections and concrete with sealed glass windows. There are no interior bearing
walls. All bearing walls meet 3-hour fire rating. For nonbearing exterior walls, the separation distance
between other buildings needs to be considered and compared to Table 602 of the IBC. Figure 2 shows
the separation distance for the library, as measured from the building to the centerline of the street or
the imaginary line between two buildings. Table 602 of the IBC shows that any distance equal to or
greater than 30 feet does not require a fire rating for exterior walls. The separation distance for the
library exceeds 30 feet, the exterior nonbearing walls do not require a fire rating.

Figure 2: Separation Distances from Library to other Buildings

The floors and ceilings of the library are reinforced concrete waffle slabs. They are connected to the
columns and have a minimum thickness of 4 ½”. As a general reference I have used the tables provided
in the UBC and from Chapter 19 of the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook for the concrete floors and roof.
For a concrete slab 4 ½” thick, the table provides a 4-hour fire rating. The roof is supported by the
reinforced concrete columns and fireproofed coated steel beams with metal decking covered with 2 ½”
insulating concrete fill. The provided construction of the library’s roof meets the 1 ½ hour fire rating.
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In trying to determine the fire resistance rating for the library’s main building elements, I have used a
comparison between the 1976 UBC and the 2008 NFPA Fire Protection Handbook. Table 1 provides a list
of the comparison and the associated determined fire resistance hour.

Table 1: Fire resistance rating of Materials Comparison UBC vs NFPA
UBC Table 43

Steal Columns
Walls
Roof systems

Min
FireThicknes Resistive
(in)
period (hr)

Insulating Material Used
Grade A concrete 12" x 12" or
greater
Solid Concrete Grade A
Steel joist with metal lath &
concrete

Floor System

Concrete

NFPA Handbook
Chap 19

1 1/2

4

6 1/2

4

Reinforced-Concrete
Columns
Walls

2 1/4

2

4 1/2

2

Insulating Material Used

Min
FireThicknes Resistive
(in)
period (hr)

Cement, 16" x 16" steel section

1 1/2

4

Roof System

Reinforced Concrete Ribbed Slab
Metal lath

7/8"

2.5

Floor System

Reinforced Concrete Ribbed Slab
Metal lath

7/8"

2.5

Library
Building Element

Material Used

Steal Columns
Walls
Roof systems
Floor System

Concrete with 18x18 steel
8" reinforced concrete
Steel poured concrete
Steel poured concrete

Min
FireThicknes Resistive
(in)
period (hr)
1 1/2
8
2 1/2
4 1/2

4
4
2
2

With the building elements fire rating determined, we can now use Table 602 from the IBC to determine
the construction classification. There are five types of construction listed within the building code; Type I
& II are those building elements that are noncombustible, Type III are those building elements that have
exterior walls that are noncombustible and the interior can be any material permitted by the code, Type
IV have exterior walls that are noncombustible and the interior building elements are heavy timber,
Type V the structural elements, exterior walls, and interior walls can be any permitted material.
I have placed the IBC required fire-resistance for the building elements with that of the library’s building
elements in Table 2 for comparison. The library would be rated as a Type 1A construction classification.
This provides the highest fire resistance rating within the code.

Table 2: Fire-resistance Rating of Building Elements compared to Table 601 of 2018 IBC
Building Element

Type I

Library

A

B

Primary Structural Frame

3

2

Bearing Walls (Exterior & Interior)

3

2

Nonbearing exterior walls (Table 602)

0

0

Floor construction

2

2

Steel with poured concrete

2

Roof construction

1 1/2

1

Steel with poured concrete

1 1/2

Type IA
15
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3
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It is also important to provide fire barrier protection between areas of normal use and incidental uses
when required. The fire-resistance ratting is listed in Table 509 of the IBC. For Furnace rooms over
400,000 BTU per hour in a nonsprinklered building, there would be a 1-hour rated requirement. The
walls of the mechanical rooms on the fifth floor have a 2-hour ratting.
Building Heights and Areas
When considering the limits placed on building heights and use areas, occupancy classification and
construction type are considered. There is also a consideration for buildings with an approved fire
sprinkler system. While there are some fire sprinklers installed in the library, since they are limited in
location, the building would not be considered sprinklered. The main consideration in building height is
the portion of the building that protrudes above the grade plane. In addition to building heights, there is
also codes regarding the allowable number of stories above grade plane. Table 3 shows the allowable
building heights and stories above grade per the IBC.

Table 3: Allowable Building Heights and Number of stories from IBC
Allowable Building Height and Number of Stories above Grade Plane

A
UL
UL

B
160
180

Types of Construction
Type II
Type III
A
B
A
B
65
55
65
55
85
75
85
75

UL
UL

11
12

3
4

Type I

Occupancy Classification
Building Heights

A

NS
S

Number Stories

A-3

NS
S

2
3

3
4

2
3

Type V

Type IV
HT
65
85

A
50
70

B
40
60

3
4

2
3

1
2

The overall height of the library from grade plane to the highest roof surface is 71 feet 8 inches.
However, one also needs to look in the code for other height restrictions. Within the code a high-rise
would trigger certain requirements. For a building to be considered a high-rise an occupied floor would
be located greater than 75 feet above the lowest level of fire department vehicle access. Vehicle access
to the building is at grade plane and the highest occupied floor is 56 feet. The library would not be
considered a high-rise. Also, the total number of stories is five. Since the building construction is
considered Type IA and when we compare to Table 3. The 1976 UBC for a Group A-2.1 with Type I
construction does not have a restriction on building area, building height, or number of stories. The
library confirms to the requirements of the UBC and IBC.

Interior Wall and Ceiling Finish
It is important to remember even in the most restrictive fire-resistance building material, it can become
vulnerable to fire if a flammable finish material is used. This is why there are code restrictions on the
types of interior wall, ceiling, and floor coverings. The two controlling factors are the flame spread index
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and smoke index of the material. For this ASTM 84 or UL 723 (Stiner Tunnel Test) is used to determine
the materials index. After the test the material is provided with a classification.
The two codes, UBC and IBC, use the same tunnel tests and have similar classifications. Table 4 has been
provided to show a comparison. While there is a difference in requirements within the IBC with
allowance provided for having an approved fire sprinkler system, I have only listed the nonsprinklered
requirements.

Table 4: Interior Wall and Ceiling Finish Requirements
Steiner Tunnel Test
Smoke
UBC
IBC
Flame Spread
Development
Classification Classification
Index
Index
I
A
0 - 25
0 - 450
II
B
26 - 75
0 - 450
III
C
76 - 200
0 - 450

Interior Wall and Ceiling Finish Requirements, Non Sprinklered Building
Vertical
Occupancy
Corridors &
Code
Rooms
Exits& Exit
Group
Exit Access
Passageways
UBC
A
I
II
III
d
IBC
A-3
A
C
A
note: d

Lobby area shall not be less than Class B

The library’s walls and ceiling are finished with a combination cement, painted gypsum wall-board, glass,
and acoustic ceiling panels as the main coverings. All of these finished materials meet the strictest
classification. The main consideration for the use of the library is the decorative materials. There are
many different projects that could be displayed on the walls. This means that decorative and
combustible material shall not exceed 10 percent of the specific wall or ceiling covering. Care should
also be done not to install restricted material within the exit stairways, passages, and corridors.
It needs to be noted that there is a difference in the requirements listed in Table 4 between the UBC
and IBC. There is a requirement within the corridors to provide Class A (Class I) material in the IBC while
the UBC only required a Class B (Class II) material. Since this is an existing building the UBC is what
would be required. However, since the building was originally built using the more restrictive material it
would not be permitted to drop below the as built status. The library currently meets the interior finish
requirements, but care needs to be taken not to allow combustible displays to exceed the 10 percent
requirement.
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Occupant Load
While the overall building classification is A-3, there are several different uses being conducted within
the building. When there are multiple function occupant loads, it is important to separate and clearly
designate the different occupancy classifications for determining occupant loads and egress
components. As this report progresses from main construction features and into occupant loads and exit
requirements, it is important to provide a visual overview. Diagrams indicating individual room and area
classification has been provided in Figures 3 - 7. It should be noted that not all changes in use are
separated by walls. The change from bookstack area to the reading areas are designated by the
bookstacks no longer being in the area.
Since the building was originally constructed under the 1976 UBC, I have provided a list of the occupancy
function of space and load factor with the 1976 UBC requirements. There are some slight differences
between the 1976 UBC and the 2018 IBC occupant load factors. The difference between the occupant
load factors, is the business factor is 150 instead of 100 and the miscellaneous is 300 instead of 100.
These do not pose a significant change in the occupant calculations or loads due to the low areas
associated with these uses. For this reason, the 1976 UBC was used in determining the occupant loads of
the perspective areas [3]
I have taken the layout and use of each floor and colored coded them to their occupancy classification.
This was done to provide an easy understanding of the areas. These are calculated to their current use
and have the ability to change as the use of the building areas change. If a change of use in the area
does change, an assessment of the proposed change shall be conducted to determine if the number and
capacity of the exits still complies with the code. Any new calculations will be conducted with the
current code load factors.
In using the load factors, there are some factors that use gross and some that use net square footage.
The gross factor includes the entire inside area including all occupiable and non-occupiable spaces. The
net factor only considers the floor area that is occupiable. This means, for example, that if a room has a
closet it would be calculated in the gross factor but not in the net factor.
For simplification of this project, I used the gross factor on all my occupancy calculations. This would
provide a higher occupant count within some rooms. However, due to the size and nature of the
building any difference in occupant loads for individual rooms or areas would be too small to be a factor.
Also, since the entire building is considered a Group A-3, it would already require the exit requirements
associated with higher numbers. With the exception of the open courtyard on the first floor, the
occupant loads differences between using gross over net areas, does not takeaway form the conclusions
of this report.
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Figure 3: First Story, Layout and Use
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Figure 4: Second Story, Layout and Use
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Figure 5: Third Story, Layout and Use
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Figure 6: Fourth Story, Layout and Use
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Figure 7: Fifth Story, Layout and Use
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The occupant load was determined by taking the area of the individual spaces or rooms and dividing by
the occupant load factor. This provided the maximum allowed occupancy for the room or area. As can
be seen from Table 5, there is a significant occupant load on several of the floors with a total building
occupant load of 2725 people.
When determining function of space some assumptions were made. In Table 1004.5 of the IBC there are
two functions under educational, classroom and shop/other vocational rooms. In areas listed as labs or
writing center I used the vocational factor of 50 ft2/person. If it was listed just as a class, I used the
classroom factor of 20 ft2/person.
The open courtyard in the center of the first floor is setup with seating and tables and could be
considered an unconcentrated assembly area with a factor of 15 ft2/person. Since the primary use of the
building is as a library, I considered the area to be a reading area and used a factor of 50 ft2/person.
On the second floor there are three areas used as assembly; the meeting room in the southwest corner,
the area at the coffee stand, and the café lounge in the northeast corner. I considered the meeting room
an unconcentrated assembly area due to the size and the assumption there were table and chairs. I also
considered the café lounge as having table and chairs and an unconcentrated assembly area. The lounge
was not part of the original building plans and was added after construction and the building was
already in use. It needs to be noted and will be discussed later in this report, that the change of use in
this area has caused the occupant load to increase more than the exit allows.

Exit Capacity
There are two components that are used while determining exit capacity for each floor, required size
and number of required exits. Whatever the calculated egress width is, doorways shall have a minimum
clear width of 32 inches and stairs shall have a minimum clear width of 44 inches.
The main center stairway would be considered an interior stairway. Section 1023 of the IBC address the
requirement of an interior exit stairway [2]. If connecting four or more stories (this is a five-story
building) the fire resistance rating shall be not less than 2-hours and shall extend to the exterior of the
building with a conforming exit passageway. The walls of the stairway from the second to the fifth floors
do meet the 2-hour rating, it stops at the second floor inside of the building. On the second floor the
stairway has a double fire door that closes with alarm activation. It then exits into a 2-hour rated exit
passageway. The passage leads to stairway 4. Since the rated fire doors on floors three and four are
sliding they cannot be used as exit egress. This means the only floor that can use the stairway is the fifth
floor.
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Table 5: Calculated Occupant Load
First Floor Occupant Load

Second Floor Occupant Load

Use
Factor Occupant Load
Assembly (Unconcentrated)
15
0
Business (Office)
100
108
Classroom
20
0
Classrom (Vocational)
50
122
Library Stack Area
100
0
Library Reading Area
50
471
Utility (Mechanical)
300
5
Utility (Misc)
300
14

Use
Factor Occupant Load
Assembly (Unconcentrated)
15
239
Business (Office)
100
51
Classroom
20
0
Classrom (Vocational)
50
66
Library Stack Area
100
43
Library Reading Area
50
366
Utility (Mechanical)
300
0
Utility (Misc)
300
7

Total

Total

720

772

Third Floor Occupant Load

Forth Floor Occupant Load

Use
Factor Occupant Load
Assembly (Unconcentrated)
15
0
Business (Office)
100
37
Classroom
20
48
Classrom (Vocational)
50
0
Library Stack Area
100
133
Library Reading Area
50
255
Utility (Mechanical)
300
0
Utility (Misc)
300
7

Use
Factor Occupant Load
Assembly (Unconcentrated)
15
0
Business (Office)
100
2
Classroom
20
3
Classrom (Vocational)
50
0
Library Stack Area
100
83
Library Reading Area
50
410
Utility (Mechanical)
300
0
Utility (Misc)
300
6

Total

Total

480

504

Fifth Floor Occupant Load
Use
Factor Occupant Load
Assembly (Unconcentrated)
15
0
Business
100
20
Classroom
20
0
Classrom (Vocational)
50
0
Library Stack Area
100
21
Library Reading Area
50
183
Utility (Mechanical)
300
20
Utility (Misc)
300
5
Total

249
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Section 1005.3.2 of the IBC has an egress capacity factor of 0.2 inch per person when calculating
capacity for doorways. While there is the ability to reduce the factor, this building is not fully equipped
with a fire sprinkler system so the 0.2 factor is used [3].
Section 1005.3.1 of the IBC has an egress capacity factor of 0.3 inch per person when calculating
capacity for stairways. While there is the ability to reduce the factor, this building is not fully equipped
with a fire sprinkler system so the 0.3 factor is used [3].

Floor / Doorway /
Level Stairway
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

Doorway
Doorway
Stairway
Doorway
Stairway
Doorway
Stairway
Doorway
Stairway

Table 6: Calculated Exit Capacity
Exit Capacity Exit Capacity
Factor
Occupant Laod Calculated
Provided
inch/person
(inches)
(inches)
0.2
720
144
600
0.2
772
154.4
144
0.3
772
231.6
192
0.2
480
96
144
0.3
480
144
192
0.2
504
100.8
144
0.3
504
151.2
192
0.2
249
49.8
108
0.3
249
74.7
144

As is noted in red in Table 6, the large occupant load on the second floor produces a high requirement
for exit width. The provided egress does not meet the 2018 IBC code requirements. This could be
rectified by adjusting the café lounge area to a lower area. A further analysis of the standard use of the
space might allow for some adjustments. By dividing the provided exit capacity by the factor, the
occupant load for the floor would need to be reduced to 640 people in order to comply with the code.
The stairway becomes the limiting factor.
When considering the exit assess from the floors above the first level, there are four exit stairways
located throughout the building. Their locations are noted in Figures 3 - 7. The stairways listed as 1, 2, &
3 go from ground level to the fifth floor while stairway 4 goes from ground level to the fourth floor.
Egress from the first floor does not access stairways 1 & 4, they exit directly to the outside. Some of the
egress from the first floor does passthrough the bottom landing of stairways 2 & 3. There is a 36-inches
doorway from the first floor to the stairway and the exterior doorway is 48-inches. When such double
door arraignments are used, section 1010.1.8 shall be followed. The space between the two doors shall
be 48-inches minimum plus the width of the door. The landing is just over 9 feet and meets the
requirements.
The stairways are 48-inches wide and span a floor to floor height of 14 feet per story. They switch back
and forth with two stairs sections 7 feet in height with a landing at each end. The doorway leading from
the floors into the stairways are 36-inches. The exit doorways leading from the bottom of the stairways
to the outside are 48-inches.
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Number of Exits
After exit size requirements have been addressed, the number of exits needs to be looked at. When
looking at required number of exits, the entire floor as well as each room within the floor needs to be
considered. Table 1006.3.4 of the IBC provided the required number of exits for each floor [3].

Table 7: Number of Exits from Story
IBC: Table 1006.3.2

Occupant load Minimum Number of Exits or
Per Story
Access to Exits From story
1 - 500
501 - 1000
More than 1000

Floor / Level

Occupant Laod

1
2
3
4
5

720
772
480
504
249

2
3
4

Required
Provided
Number of Exits Number of Exits
3
3
2
3
2

10
4
4
4
3

As can be seen from Table 7, each floor meets or exceeds the requirements for number of exits. These
numbers only consider the exits that meet the requirements as emergency exits.
When looking at requirements, when more than one exit is required, Section 1007 of the IBC provides
minimum spacing distance. At least two of the exits shall be spaced not less than one-half the maximum
diagonal distance of the building or area. Every floor in this building has multiple exits, and only two
exits for each floor needs to comply with this requirement. All floors within the building meet this
requirement.
When looking at spaces/rooms on each floor, the requirements for number of exits is provided in Table
1006.2.1 of the IBC [3]. These are reliant on occupancy type, occupant load, and maximum common
path of egress travel distance. After conducting an analysis on the spaces/rooms on each floor, there
were a few areas that did not meet the requirements. Table 8 can be used to reference areas where
common egress travel distance has been noted. It can also be seen in Figure 8.
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Table 8: Areas with only one Exit that does not meet code requirements
Rooms/Spaces with only one Exit
Location
First Floor Center Open
Courtyard
Fifth Floor Mechanical
Room

Occupant Load
Maximum Allowed
Calculated Load

Common Path of Travel (ft)
Maximum Allowed Calculated Distance

49

82

75

123

49

9

100

130

The open courtyard in the first floor only has one exits and it exceeds the maximum number of
occupants for type of use (49 occupants maximum and it has 82 calculated occupant load) and it also
exceeds the maximum common egress travel path (75 feet maximum and it has a calculated distance of
123 feet). This can be fixed by providing a second exit along the west wall.
The east mechanical room on the fifth floor only has one exit and it exceeds the maximum common
travel distance of 100 feet, it has a calculated distance of 130 feet. It also exceeds the maximum total
travel distance to an exit of 200 feet, it has a calculated distance of 297 feet. This could be corrected by
providing a second exit to the north wall.

Figure 8: Common Path of Travel Requirements not met

With the building having a center courtyard there is a flow within the library around the center of the
building. This provides several open areas throughout the building. Because of this, the corridors flow
around the center courtyard. There are no dead-end corridors and there is exit access from every part of
the building.
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Fire Resistance Ratings of Exits and Horizontal Exits
The vertical exits (stairways) used in the building would be considered shaft enclosures. Per section
713.4 of the IBC, they would require a 2-hour fire-resistance rating when connecting four or more
stories. The walls of the four exit stairways are 8-inch concrete and exceeds the 2-hour restive rating
requirement. Table 716.1 of the IBC provides requirements for openings in fire protection assemblies.
With a 2-hour rating the fire door for the opening shall be a minimum of 1 ½ hour rating [3]. The doors
from each floor leading into the staircases do provide a 1 ½ hour rating meeting the requirements.
As stated earlier in this report, the center staircase provides the primary access to the upper floors
during normal use. The staircase connects the floors between the second and fifth floors. It is supported
by 2-hour fire-rated walls. There are sliding 1 ½ hour fire doors that slide shut when activated by the fire
alarm system on the third, and forth floors. There are a double set of 1 ½ hour fire doors on the second
floor leading to the center stairway in the main entrance and at the top of the stairway on the fifth floor.
These doors are also activated by the fire alarm system.
The stairway enters into a 2-hour rated passageway on the second floor. Since the stairway is properly
rated, enters into a properly rated passageway, an exit stairway, and then outside, it can be considered
an interior exit stairway. However, it can only be accessed from the fifth floor. This is due to the sliding
doors on the third and fourth floors. Figure 9 shows the exit passageway on the second floor.
The area on the second floor leading from the center stairway to the exit stairway #4, would be
considered an exit passageway. To meet the requirements of an exit passageway Section 1024 of the IBC
shall be used. The narrowest width associated with the passageway is 88-inches, at the section of the
hallway leading to exit stairway #4. This is well above the required 44-inches. However, this area needs
to be kept clear of any storage that would limit those egressing out of the area.

Figure 9: Exit Passageway on Second Floor
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There is some question regarding allowable openings. There are a few rooms that open into the exit
passageway. Two of the rooms are for utility use and are not normally occupied. The other leads from a
bookstack area that could be occupied. All doors in the passageway have a 1 ½ hour rating. The doors
from the utility rooms and the bookstack area swing into the exit passageway. The door from the
bookstack area is 3 feet. With the inward swing that reduces the opening to 52 inches. This is still within
limits.
Section 1024.5 of the IBC states that openings shall be limited to those necessary for exit access to the
exit passageway from normally occupied space for egress from the exit passageway. It would seem that
even if the utility rooms are able to be occupied, they would not normally be occupied. This means that
they would not comply with the IBC. However, the UBC only requires that if there is an opening in the
exit passageway, it can only be for a required exit and have walls. Under the UBC, the utility rooms meet
the requirements for an exit passageway.
With completion of the egress components, the report will move into the suppression aspects of the
building.
Water-Based Suppression
The main component to any water-based suppression system is the water storage and supply system.
The Library is located within an urban area and is supplied with a municipal water supply. This means
that there are water mains gridded throughout the campus. They provide for domestic and suppression
water.
There is an 8-inch water main that runs along the north end of the library along the North Perimeter Rd.
This main would be looped into the main water distribution. There are two fire hydrants connected with
6-inch pipe along the 8-inch water main. There is also a fire hydrant located in the southeast corner
connected to a 6-inch line that is branched to the 8-inch line and then is looped into a 6-inch water main
going west. Another hydrant is located at the southeast corner of the library. This hydrant is fed from a
6-inch line off the 8-inch water main. It is not connected to any other lines and would be considered a
dead-end hydrant. This is also the location where the suppression water for the fire sprinklers and wetstandpipe is connected. Figure 10 can be used to reference the location of the hydrants and the water
mains.
Water demand and hydrant spacing requirements are by codes. In the state of California, the California
Fire Code (CFC) would be the code of reference. For this report I have used the 2016 CFC as a point of
reference. At the time of construction, the code in use would have been the 1976 Uniform Fire Code
(UFC).
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Figure 10: Fire Hydrant Location around the Library

In determining fire-flow calculations, the CFC uses the floor area within the exterior walls and under
horizontal projections of the roof. Construction type is considered when figuring calculations. Since the
library is Type I-A construction, only the area of the three largest successive floors needs to be
considered. For the library, the three largest successive floors would be the first, second, and third floors
with a total combined area of around 131,000 sqft. Table 9 shows the fire-flow requirements from the
CFC Table B105.1(2) [5].

Table 9: CFC Table B105.1(2) Reference for Fire-Flow Requirements [5]
Fire-Flow Calculation Area (square feet)
Type IA & IB
Type IIA & IIIA
Type IV & V-A
Type IIB & IIIB
112,701-128,700 63,401-72,400
40,601-46,400
29,301-33,500
128,701-145,900 72,401-82,100
46,401-52,500
33,501-37,900
145,901-164,200 82,101-92,400
52,501-59,100
37,901-42,700
note: Fire-Flow measured at 20 psi residual pressure

Type V-B
18,001-20,600
20,601-23,300
23,301-26,300

Fire-Flow
(GPM)
3,750
4,000
4,250

Flow Duration
(hours)
3
4
4

The CFC would require the surrounding water supply to provide 4,000 GPM with a 20-psi residual for at
least 4 hours. There is the ability to reduce the demand and duration within the CFC. If the library was
equipped with a NFPA 13 compliant fire sprinkler system, the fire-flow can be reduced to 25% of the
value but not less than 1,000 GPM and the duration can be reduced to the requirement of the new flow
rate. This means if the library was fully sprinklered the fire-flow would be reduced to 1,000 GPM for a
duration of 2-hours.
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Figure 11: Basic ISO Formula to determine Fire-Flow [2]

Since the CFC requirements were not in place at the time of construction, there are other means that
can be used to calculate fire-flow rates in unsprinklered buildings. For this report, I have used the
Insurance Services Office (ISO) method to calculate and compare fire-flow rates. This method has been
used for several years and is one of the most comprehensive and widely recommended methods [2]. It
considers the building’s construction, occupancy, adjacent exposures, along with fire communication
paths between buildings. The ISO basic formula can be seen in Figure 11.
For the library, the construction factor is determined by the equation in Figure 12. In the case of the
library, the F-coefficient would be for a class 6 construction (0.6). The effective building area would be
determined by adding the area of the largest floor and taking 50% of the total area of the other floors.
This provided a construction factor of 3752.

Figure 12: ISO Construction Factor Equation [2]
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The occupancy factor would be considered a limited combustible occupancy, having an occupancy factor
of 0.85.

Figure 13: ISO Exposure and Communication Equation [2]
In determining the exposure factor the equation from Figure 13 is used. The library is one building with
no fire communication path. In determining exposure, it is the number of walls and the distance
between the buildings. For the library there is only one side that is closer than 100 feet with a distance
greater than 60 feet the exposure factor would be 1.08.
After all the factors have been determined and the final equation used, the flow is rounded to the
nearest 500 GPM. The final ISO fire-flow requirement for the library would be, 3500 GPM with a
duration of 3 hours. The factors and final calculation can be seen in Table.10.

Table 10: ISO Fire-Flow Calculation for the Library

Now we can compare the fire-flow from the CFC requirements to that of the ISO requirements. The ISO
would require 3,500 GPM for 3-hours while the CFC would require 4,000 GPM for 4-hours. We can then
look at how much water demand the system has to provide.
Taking the results from a hydrant flow test conducted in 2005 from the hydrant located in the northwest
corner of the library. The results give us a static pressure of 80 psi at 0 GPM and a residual pressure of
65 psi with a flow of 1224 GPM. This can also be seen in Figure 14, showing the hydraulic water demand
graph for the hydrant.
Looking at the graph, the flow at 20 psi would be about 2,590 GPM. This falls short of the requirements
calculated in both the CFC and the ISO. Since the hydrant located in the southeast corner is also supplied
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by a 6-inch line that is looped off another branch line, the amount of flow could be increased. Additional
flow test data would need to be used to make that determination. However, whatever additional
amount of flow would still properly not meet either requirement.
If NFPA 13 compliant sprinkler systems were installed then the demand requirement for the CFC would
drop to 1,00 GPM. The current system would then meet the demand.
The number of required fire hydrants should not be forgotten. Using the CFC appendix C, for a fire-flow
of 4,000 GPM the minimum number of hydrants would be 4 with an average spacing between hydrants
of 350 feet [5]. As can be seen in Figure 10, the library as is would meet the CFC standard.

Figure 14: Water Supply Graph

Sprinkler system
At the time the library was designed and constructed it did not require a fire sprinkler system. However,
a partial sprinkler system was installed. The layout of the system can be seen in Appendix B. In my
review, there was no indication on why these areas and not others had sprinklers installed.
The sprinklers are tied into the wet-standpipe system. As would be expected there is no tie-in into the
dry-standpipe. This means that the FDC connections at the north end of the building do not increase
flow or pressure to the sprinkler system.
When looking at today’s codes, the 2018 IBC would require an automatic sprinkler system for the entire
building for a Group A-3 occupancy if any of the following conditions exist [3]:
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1) The fire area exceeds 12,000 square feet
2) The fire area has an occupant load of 300 or more.
3) The fire area is located on a floor other than a level of exit discharge serving such occupancies.
The library meets all three conditions and would require a NFPA 13 compliant automatic sprinkler
system throughout the entire building. However, since the library is an existing building they do not
need to be installed. If there were any changes to the building or use, that might trigger the need to
have sprinklers installed.

Standpipe system
The library is installed with both a wet and dry standpipe system. There needs to be a little clarification
in regards to the difference between wet and dry standpipes as they relate to the ones installed in the
library. The wet-standpipe was required to have a hose cabinet and was designed to provide firefighting
ability to the occupant staff and not the fire fighters. The use of a dry-standpipe was intended for the
fire department use. It was designed for firefighters to bring hose with them to the fire floor and
connect, a fire pumper would connect to a hydrant and the FDC to pump water through the system.
Today, the use of NFPA 14 would be used to reference requirements for standpipe installations. The
standpipe system would be classified into one of three classes. These can be seen listed in Figure 15.
The type of system described in the UBC and installed in the library would be considered a Class II
system.

Figure 15: NFPA 14, Standpipe Classification [6]

At the time of design and construction the UBC would have required a wet-standpipe system for Group
A-2.1 with an occupant load exceeding 1000. The system would be required to be located so all portions
of the building are within 30 feet of a nozzle attached to 100 feet hose. The required flow would be 35
GPM with 25 psi residual pressure. A picture of the wet-standpipe hose cabinet installed in the library
can be seen in Figure 16. The library meets the requirements of the UBC in regards to its wet-standpipe.
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The use of hose cabinets as used in the library is not as prevalent in today’s construction. This is mainly
due to the requirements of installing automatic sprinklers. In the IBC, any building with four or more
stories would require a Class III system. This can be reduced to a Class I system when an automatic
sprinkler has been installed.
For the dry-standpipe system, the UBC would have required one for any building with four or more
stories. The connections are required to be installed on the stairways of every story. Since they are dry,
they are not connected to the water system. This means that there needs to be FDCs so the fire
department can pump water to them. The FDC for the library’s dry-standpipe is located on the north
exterior near exit stairway #3. The library meets the requirements of the UBC in regards to its drystandpipe.

Figure 16: Hose Cabinet in the Library

As stated above, the IBC would require a Class I standpipe if the library was constructed today. This
means that it would need to be supplied with water and not allowed to be dry.

Fire Alarm System
It can be easily assumed that the sooner a fire can be detected the smaller it will be. While the growth
rates of fires can and do vary, the longer they are allowed to go unnoticed the worse the effects will
most likely be. Depending on the type of occupancy and building, the alarm notification will indicate
different responses. For most occupants it will be a notification to exit the building and for others it
might be to investigate. Additionally, an alarm might trigger certain actions such as elevator recall, air
system shut down, and notification of fire department personnel.
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It is important to understand that public and commercial buildings must have an alarm system installed
to provide for the safety of the occupants. These systems should not solely rely on a single component.
The protection of life and property should have a holistic approach that relies on all components and not
just a single item [2].
The fire alarm system installed in the Library was designed to the requirements of the year it was built.
Because of this, there are stricter conditions and requirements that would be required if built to today’s
codes. During the review process I was not able to gain all access to the building. The plans I reviewed
did not list some items that would make the report more thorough. I have taken some liberty to fill in
some of the blanks in order to provide a more complete report. I will note within the report when this
has occurred.
While life safety is the most important factor when considering a building and its attended use, it is not
the only reason to have an alarm system. The Library is an important aspect of student life on campus. It
is used as a research and study location, as well as a meeting location for students. Everyone from
students to faculty has potential to use the Library. There is also a component of rare or unusual books,
documents, and items within the library. For all of these reasons, if there was a fire in the library and it
was allowed to grow, there would be a large unwanted impact for the entire campus. That is why an
alarm system providing early detection is warranted.

Type of Fire Alarm System (type, location, & operating characteristics)
The library is a protected premises system with a central alarm panel located on the first floor. There are
fire terminal cabinets located throughout the building on each floor. There are various devices
connected to the system through the terminal cabinets and back to the fire alarm control panel. They
include smoke detectors on the ceiling in various spots and in the air control system, manual pull
stations, audible horns and visual strobes, electronic magnetic door releases, and water flow detection
for the fire sprinkler system. The Fire Alarm Riser diagrams for the building are located in Appendix C.
I was unable to obtain access to the fire alarm control panel to determine make or model. There was
nothing noted on the plans to describe the make or model of what was installed. I was able to see that
the smoke detectors were Simplex. I used this to make an assumption that the entire system would be
compatible with Simplex devices. I made an assumption that the fire alarm control panel would be of
the same manufacture. After some research, I decided to use the Simplex 4010 Fire Alarm Control Panel.
This would be what was in use at time of construction and is a good representation.
There is a remote annunciator connected to the fire alarm control panel. I was unable to verify the make
or model of this device. For consistency the Simplex 4606-9101 LCD Annunciator is compatible with the
4010 Fire Alarm Control Panel. It is for this reason I have chosen to use the Simplex 4606-9101 in my
analysis. This would provide a notification indicator in a more accessible location then where the control
panel is located. This is also the likely location that any responding fire department personnel would first
access the alarm system to determine type and location of system activation.
There is a connection leading from the terminal cabinet (1A) to the communication terminal in another
location. While there is nothing noted within the plans, I can assume that it is setup to notify the fire
department. There are other buildings with alarm systems connected to communication lines. These
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send alarm and trouble activation to a remote location on campus. It can be expected this is the reason
to connect this system to a communication line. If this is the case then the alarm system would change
from a protected premise system to a proprietary system.
Each of the five floors have two fire alarm terminal cabinets indicated with the floor number and either
an “A” or “B”. I have provided a number and location associated with the different devices in regards to
connection to the fire terminal cabinets see Table 11. This can also be referenced in regards to the plans
for the building that have been added to Appendix C. It should also be noted that the horns/strobes also
have manual pull stations attached that are indicated by symbols on the plans. They were not listed
anywhere else on the plans. The pull stations are installed in the location of the horns/strobes. Most of
the locations are in the area adjacent to the emergency exits.

Table 11: Table listing devices associated with the different Fire Terminal Cabinets
Smoke
Detector

Air Duct
Smoke
Detector

FTC 1A

2 Devices
(Zone 3)

0

FTC 1B

0

0

FTC 2A

0

0

FTC 2B

4 Devices
(Zone 7)

0

FTC 3A

0

0

FTC 3B
FTC 4A

2 Devices
(Zone 10)
2 Devices
(Zone 13)

FTC 4B

0

FTC 5A

2 Devices
(Zone 16)

FTC 5B

0

0
0
0
13 Devices
(Zones 2329)
12 Devices
(Zones 1722)

Horn
/Strobe
Device

Magnetic
Door
Release

3 Devices
(Zone 1)
3 Devices
(Zone 2)
2 Devices
(Zone 5)
3 Devices
(Zone 6)
2 Devices
(Zone 8)
3 Devices
(Zone 9)
2 Devices
(Zone 11)
3 Devices
(Zone 12)

1 Devices
(Zone 3)

Fire
Sprinkler
Waterflow
1 Devices
(Zone 4)

0

0

0

0

2 Devices
(Zone 7)

0

0

0

1 Devices
(Zone 10)
1 Devices
(Zone 13)

0
0

0

0

4 Devices
(Zone 14)

1 Devices
(Zone 16)

0

3 Devices
(Zone 15)

0

0

The system design accounts for three different types of activation (smoke detectors, visual detection, &
water flow activation).
There is a limited number of smoke detectors mounted within the building. None of the smoke
detectors are located within the bookstack area of the library. The mounted smoke detectors are all
located either by the elevators or the exit passageway on the second floor. They are for recalling the
elevators and releasing the electromagnetic door holders. There are no other smoke detectors located
in any other area of the library other than the duct detectors.
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While there are a number of duct smoke detectors located in the air handling system, they are all
located on the fifth floor in the two mechanical rooms. The smoke would have to build up and enter the
air return system. It would then have to travel up to the fifth floor to one of the three air handling
systems located in mechanical rooms 524, 527, & 537. Depending on the floor where the smoke entered
there would be a dilution of smoke as it mixed with fresh air from other areas. This means that there
could be a delay in the smoke reaching one of the duct smoke detectors depending on the location of
the fire. Also, if the air control system is shut down it is likely the smoke will not reach the duct
detectors on the fifth floor.
It should be noted that while not part of the fire alarm system, the library is equipped with fire dampers
in the ducts penetrating rated fire walls and floors. They are listed as model 119AL with a California
State Fire Marshal number of A3225-206:14. They can be mounted either vertically or horizontally, have
a 1 ½ hour fire rating, and fusible link listed at 165°F. Activation of the fusible link would close the
damper but would not activate an alarm notification. If activated before enough smoke has reached the
duct smoke detectors there could be a further delay in alarm activation.
This places activation on someone noticing there is a fire and then finding and activating one of the
manual pull stations. This too could lead to an extended notification and activation of the alarm system.
It also relies on someone who might not be familiar with the building left to activate the alarm.
However, in today’s age it is likely someone would use their cell phone to call “911” instead of using the
pull station.
There is a limited fire sprinkler system in the building with only a few areas having fire sprinklers. This
means only specific locations would activate fire sprinklers and cause water to flow. A complete area of
the library could be on fire and not activate one of the fire sprinklers.

Smoke Detector Location
The current number and arrangement of smoke detectors doesn’t meet current placement
requirements. The layout of the ceiling is different in the bookstack area then in the hallways and
offices. The hallways and offices have a flat ceiling at 9-ft high, while the bookstack area has intersecting
cement beams in a waffle pattern 14-ft high. The depth of the beams is 16-in deep and just under 4-ft
spaced apart.
The manufacture’s installation instructions allow for beams more than 8-in but less than 18-in to be
installed on the bottom of the beams, but the area of coverage must be reduced. The maximum spacing
between detectors is 30-ft. This is also consistent with NFPA 72 requirements for flat ceilings. To make
up for the waffle pattern I would recommend the separation distance be reduced to 70 percent of the
30-ft, bringing the maximum spacing in this area to 21-ft. The number of detectors in the offices and
hallways would also need to be increased to meet today’s standards. With this area having a flat ceiling,
the maximum spacing can be 30-ft.
By increasing the number and location of smoke detectors, the time of activation and notification would
be greatly decreased.
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Alarm Components
Simplex 4010 Fire Alarm Control Panel:
The following is a summary of the 4010 manual:
It is a single-channel, addressable, modular Fire Alarm Control Panel that can monitor
and control up to 250 addressable devices. It can automatically control supplementary
equipment such as fire doors and air handling through auxiliary relay outputs. It
provides audible and visible indications during trouble, supervisory, or fire conditions. If
any of these occur the system activates the applicable appliance, LEDs, and the panel
tone-alert. This will continue until someone acknowledges the condition.
Power Supply – 120VAC +10% / -15%, 60HZ
24VDC (unregulated) 4A alarm power
24VDC, 0.5 Amp auxiliary power
Battery Charger for 25AH Batteries, 24-hour recharge at 120VAC
Simplex 4606-9101 LCD Annunciator
Remote panel with 80 character back-lit LCD display.
Power Supply - 18 to 32 VDC system supplied
110 mA normal operating current
65 mA battery standby current
140 mA maximum alarm current.
Simplex 2098-9201, Photoelectric Smoke Detector
The actual model number was not known so I compared to pictures of devices
and decided on this model. I couldn’t tell if the ones installed were ionization or
photoelectric. Since the voltage and current demands were the same, I decided
to use the photoelectric model.
Power Supply – 15-36.3 VDC (2-wire), 17.7-33 VDC (4-wire)
86 mA max alarm current
40 μA standby current
Simplex 4098-9687 TrueAlarm Photoelectric Duct Detector
The actual model number was not known so I used the same brand and one that
was common at the time of construction.
Power Supply – 24 VDC
45 mA alarm current
35 mA standby current
Air Velocity Range – 300 to 4000 ft/min
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Minimum Duct Size – 8-in square, 18-in diameter
Simplex 4050-81 with 4050 horn, Fire Alarm Audio-Visual Unit
Power Supply – 24 VDC
65 mA / Lamp and 70 mA / Lamp with flasher

Simplex 4251-30 Double Break Glass Fire Alarm Pull Station

Potter VSR-4, Vane Type Waterflow Alarm Switch
I was unable to determine the exact device installed. While I tried to find a
simplex device, I was unable to find one so I went with a different brand. The fire
sprinkler riser pipe is 4-in, so I found a device that would work for the riser.
Power Supply – 10 mA at 24 VDC
Flow Sensitivity Range for Signal – 4 - 10 GPM, Maximum Surge – 18 FPS
Power Requirements
The alarm system requires a secondary backup power to ensure operation in case of a main power
outage. This is done through a battery supply connected to the fire alarm control panel. By using the
current information listed for the different devices and components associated with the fire alarm
system, calculations can be done to determine required battery capacity. Table 12 shows the calculated
requirements for the system.
Accounting for 24-hour standby time with a 5-minute alarm time along with a 20% safety factor, the
required battery capacity for the system is 43.3 Amp-hours. I was unable to find the battery capacity for
the existing system on the plans. Since there is a battery cabinet within the system, I would assume that
there would be more batteries then allowed in the just in the fire alarm control panel. With the given
calculations, I would recommend a 50 Amp-hour battery in the battery cabinet. It would be connected
to a battery charger to ensure full capacity at all times.
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Table 12: Secondary Power Battery Capacity Calculations
Standby
Current Per
Unit (Amps)

Item

FACP
Remote
Annunciator
Smoke
Detector
Duct Detector
Horn/Strobes
Waterflow
Relay

Total Standby Current
Per Unit (Amps)

QTY

Total System Alarm
Current (Amps)

QTY

0.5

X

1

=

0.5

4

X

1

=

4

0.065

X

1

=

0.065

0.14

X

1

=

0.14

0.0004

X

12

=

0.0048

0.086

X

12

=

1.032

0.035
0
0.01
0.007

X
X
X
X

25
28
1
3

=
=
=
=

0.875
0
0.01
0.021
1.476

0.045
0.065
0
0.007

X
X
X
X

25
28
1
3

=
=
=
=

1.125
1.82
0
0.021
8.138

Total System Standby Current (Amps)

Standby

Alarm Current
Per Unit
(Amps)

24

Required Operating Time of Secondary Power Source From: NFPA 72; 10.6.7.2
Hours
Alarm
5
Minutes X 1/60

Required Standby Time
(Hours)

24
Required Standby
Capacity (Amp-Hours)

35.419

Total System Alarm Current Amp

Total Standby
Current (Amps)

X

1.476

Required Standby
Capacity (Amp-Hours)

=

Required Alarm Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

+

0.678

=

35.419
Required Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

36.097

Required
Alarm Time
(Hours)

0.0833

X

Factor of
Safety

1.2

0.083 Hours

Total System
Alarm Current
(Amps)

8.138

=

Required Alarm
Current (Amp-Hours)

0.678

Required Battery Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

=

43.317

Alarm Activation
There was no sequence of events upon alarm activation listed in the plans. In absence of such
knowledge, I have decided to use the material I have and construct a likely sequence of events, as seen
in Table 13. This is for the ease of understanding possible activations associated with alarm activation
and should not be relied on to list the actual sequence associated with this building and alarm system.
In consideration to the development of the sequence of events table, I used the following reasoning: All
devices are connected to the fire control panel. There is a telephone line connected to the alarm system
and other buildings on campus that will send alarm singles to a remote location. I assumed that all
devices would activate the audible/visual devices to help evacuate the building. The electromagnetic
door release devices are only connected to the smoke detectors by the doors. The duct detectors are all
installed on the fifth floor associated with the air handling system. I have assumed that only the smoke
detectors would recall and shut down the elevators.
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Table 13: Sequence of Events Table
Device
Action
Annunciate at
Fire Control
Panel
Annunciate at a
24-hour
Remote
Location
Activate
Audible/Visual
Alarm Signal
Throughout the
Building
Release
Electromagnetic
Door Holders
Shut Down Air
Handling
Equipment
Elevator
Shutdown

Smoke
Detector

Air Duct
Smoke
Detector

Pull Station

Fire Sprinkler
Water-flow

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Notification
Any activation of a device or trouble single will go through the fire alarm control panel, to the remote
annunciator for display. A single will also be sent through the communication line to a remote location
to initiate a response. For a trouble single a response might be a maintenance worker and for an alarm it
would be the fire department.
Upon activation of the alarm system, the library is equipped with both audio and visual notification
within the building. I was unable to determine the decibel output for the alarm horn or the candela
output of the strobe. NFPA 72 requires that the audible sound level in public buildings be either 15 dB
above the average ambient sound level or 5 dB above the maximum sound level whichever is greater for
60 seconds measured at the 5-ft level.

Figure 17: Average ambient noise level per location [7]
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Figure 17 lists the average ambient noise levels associated with different locations. While the library has
a large open floor plan that allows for large numbers of people, it does not have typical assembly areas.
It is located in an educational occupancy. Using Figure 17, the average ambient noise level used for the
library is 45 dB, adding the 15 dB the required audible alarm horn would be at least 60 dB.
The sound of the audible alarm shall be according to the pattern provided in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Temporal Pattern Parameters [7]

In addition to the audio notification there is also a visual notification associated with the strobe. While
the code allows for strobes to be mounted on either the wall or ceiling, all strobes in the library are
mounted on the walls. There was no indication on the plans regarding the mounting height of the
devices in the library, per NFPA 72 they should be mounted between 80-to 96 inches above finished
floor.
There are a limited number of horn/strobes located on each floor. The current configuration doesn’t
meet with today’s requirements. There are locations that the required visual level is insignificant.
Additional strobes would need to be installed to meet with today’s standards. The appropriate candela
strength would depend on the number of strobes installed and the size of the room.

Fire Alarm Inspection, Testing & Maintenance
The library’s current alarm system was installed at time of construction. NFPA 72 requires acceptance
testing of alarm systems. While I do not have any record of this being done, it can be assumed that one
was done at time construction was completed. Records of such testing would be required to be
maintained.
Acceptance testing is not the only requirement for such systems. Since alarms systems are designed and
expected to be maintained in good working order throughout the life of the building. Changes to the
system might be required if there are occupancy modifications or changes over time.
NFPA 72 section 14.2.3 places the responsibility on the property or building owner to properly maintain
the system through inspections and testing. There are several references within NFPA 72 to provide
guidance on type and schedule of such inspections in NFPA 72 Table 14.3.1 and testing set in NFPA 72
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Table 14.4.3.2. The University has staff on hand to conduct and arrange such inspections and testing
when needed.

Fire Alarm Conclusion
The current system is compliant to the requirements of when it was first installed and accepted. There
has been several changes and improvements within the required codes over the years. While not
required, the current system would not meet today’s standards. There are limited detection devices
installed throughout the library. It is very likely with the limited number of detectors, there would be an
extended time to notification. A fire originating in an area away from detectors would be expected to
grow in size before detection. The likely way of detection would be by an occupant and then activation
of one of the manual pull stations.
There are large amounts of people that use this occupancy at all times and days. It is important to
ensure that the safety of all occupants is maintained. There would also be a big impact to the campus if
a fire was to occur. The current alarm system is not adequate to provide the needed detection time.
While not required and has potential for great expense, I would recommend that a more up to date
system is warranted. This would include the installation of an Emergency voice/alarm communication
system.
Smoke Control Features
As is the case with most fires, smoke becomes a limiting factor when people are trying to evacuate a
building during a fire. For most cases smoke control is done through two aspects; containment and
evacuation.
Containment is achieved by installing and using construction features such as smoke curtains and
barriers. They keep the smoke from moving out of the designated area. The tall 14-foot ceilings in some
of the library’s area allow the smoke to accumulate before flowing into the hallways with the 9-foot
ceilings. This acts similar to a smoke control feature, allowing extra time for occupants to exit. This is a
reaction to the construction design. However, there are no smoke curtains installed in the library.
Openings within fire-rated construction require protection from heat and smoke. The library is equipped
with State Fire Marshal approved fire dampers at openings in 1 and 2 hour rated construction. The doors
leading into the exits also work as smoke barriers within the library.
Smoke evacuation can be accomplished through the natural or mechanical means. The natural flow of
heated smoke is to rise and move out from the location of the fire. For natural smoke removal to work,
there needs to be a place for the smoke to leave the building and not build up inside. This is normally
done with vents or openings to the exterior of the building.
When natural means is not enough to maintain tenability, mechanical means might be warranted. This
would require a mechanical exhaust system to take smoke from the inside of the building to the outside.
Care need to be done in calculating the needed exhaust flow. Adding to much pressure into or around
stairways and exits doors could make them hard to open greatly slowing egress. The library is not
equipped with a mechanical smoke control system.
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The building plans of the library list stairway #1 as a smoke tower on the details of the roof. There is no
indication on the plans detailing what the details of the smoke tower are. Within the UBC there is a
requirement for any building more than 75 feet above grade to have at least one smokeproof enclosure.
Defined as a vestibule and a continuous stairway enclosed from the highest point to the lowest point
with two-hour rated walls. Stairway #1 is the only stairway in the building that has a vestibule. It is for
this reason; I believe it is listed as a smoke tower on the plans.
The air handling system is equipped with duct detectors. When smoke has been detected within the air
duct system and the alarm activates, the air handling system would be shutdown. This will prevent the
spread of smoke throughout the building by the air handing system.

Summary of Prescriptive-Based Analysis
For this first section of the report I have detailed the prescriptive code requirements for both the UBC
and IBC along with the water requirements established by the CFC. As stated at the beginning, the
library is only required to maintain the requirements of the codes of records at the time of construction.
Any comparison to other codes is for improved safety. However, changes made to the library use or
structure would require a new code review and possible upgrade to the current standards.
The library is a Type I-A reinforced concrete building, the separation distance from other structures is
sufficient as to not be a concern. It is a Group A-3 per IBC (Group A-2.1, per UBC) with a total occupancy
capacity of 2725 people. While the library is compliant with the 1976 UBC, there are some areas that
could be addressed and improved.
There are some egress conditions that should be fixed. The open courtyard on the first floor has an
occupant capacity load greater than 50. The common path of travel from the courtyard is exceeded. It
only has one exit, which is not significant for the occupant load. Both could be addressed by providing
an additional exit along the west wall or by putting in means to limit the occupant load.
The occupant load on the second floor exceeds the provided exit capacity for both the exit doorways
and the exit stairways. The main reason for this is the assembly area associated with the café. The exit
capacity requirements can be meet if the occupancy capacity associated with the café can be reduced.
There is also a common path of egress problem associated with the east mechanical room on the fifth
floor. Since the room is not normally occupied the problem could be left as is and not addressed. If there
was a will to address and reduce the common path, a door could be installed along the north wall.
However, since this is a ratted fire wall, the door would need to be a rated fire door of 1-hour.
The exit passageway on the second floor needs to have continued vigilance to ensure that the path is
not further restricted by storage. There are several doors that open into the passageway. While allowed
in some cases, the one from the utility room would not be allowed in the IBC.
The library is equipped with a limited fire sprinkler system, if constructed today it would require a full
NFPA 13 compliant automatic sprinkler system. The current sprinkler system is only located in a few
rooms and is connected to the wet-standpipe system. This system would be considered a Class II system.
These types of systems are not regularly installed today and not required when an automatic sprinkler
system is in place. The dry-standpipe system is supplied with water from a fire department pumper
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connected to the FDC located on the exterior north wall. The current IBC would not allow the use of a
dry-standpipe for this kind of use. Any new changes to the occupancy or use, has a high likelihood of
requiring these systems to be updated to today’s standard.
The library has four fire hydrants around the building. A hydrant flow test shows the system can supply
about 2590 GPM with a 20 psi residual. This is below both the IBC and ISO water supply demand. The
suggested water demand for the building could be met, if it was installed with automatic sprinklers.
There is an alarm system installed in the library. The number and location of smoke detectors are
related to the elevator areas and the exit passageway. There are also duct smoke detectors located on
the fifth floor. This means that the majority of the library does not have smoke detection. This lack of
detectors is likely to cause a delay in alarm activation. If a fire was to ignite, the main form of detection
would be occupant dependent and activation of a manual pull station. This could be improved by
installing additional smoke detectors. It would also be recommended to install an emergency voice
notification system. This would help to notify and keep occupants informed while providing directions
during an emergency.

Performance-Based Analysis
While there is an understanding through the use of prescriptive requirements, that the building should
be safe if the prescriptive codes have been followed. There are times when a prescriptive approach will
not work. This may be due to the desired design function or maybe the cost of prescriptive measures is
too expensive. It is for these reasons and others, that performance-based design was developed.
A performance analysis need not be limited to new building designs. They can also be used to help
interested parties understand how a building may perform during various designed events. It can also be
used to help provide a cost difference in different levels of performance [2]. In general, there are three
basic interests when looking at a performance-based approach; preservation of safety, preservation of
capital, and preservation of function [2].
For performance-oriented codes to be accepted, a detail of the goals and objectives needs to be
established. There needs to be clear means to measure how and if the goals and objectives have been
met. Once these parameters have been established, they then need to be accepted by all stakeholders.
While there can be many aspects to a performance-based analysis, this report will focus on the aspects
related to life safety. The goals and objectives will be established through a tenability criterion. I will
provide several design fires that could be likely to occur within the building. The results of these design
fires will provide values to compare with the established tenability criterion. This will be used to help
establish available safe egress time (ASET) and required safe egress time (RSET). If the RSET is less than
the ASET, we can determine if our preservation of safety has been met.
Performance-Based Goals and Objectives
While it is easy to state, that the overall goal is to provide for life-safety, what does that exactly mean
and how can it be measured. A good reference is provided in NFPA 101. I will be using this document as
a reference for the Goals established. NFPA 101 has two goals related to fire [8].
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Protection of occupants not intimate with the initial fire development.
Improvement of the survivability of occupants intimate with the initial fire development.

The performance criterion establishes that any occupant who is not intimate with the ignition, shall not
be exposed to instantaneous or cumulative untenable conditions.
To help clarify the listed goals, I feel I need to describe what it means to be intimate with fire ignition or
development. This does not mean that people intimate with the fire caused or ignited the fire. It only
means that they were within close proximity to the initial growth of the fire. It can be referenced to
occupants being in the same room at the time of the fire’s ignition and initial growth.
While fire is the main aspect of this report, the goals for non-fire events are similar.

Human Response to Fire
The time it takes someone to evacuate a building during a fire or other emergency can be complex with
several factors. A reference to the human response timeline can be seen in Figure 19. It is broken into
two components pre-evacuation period (premovement) and the movement period. The characteristics
of the occupants is one of the components considered when calculating evacuation times. While there
are recognized calculations associated with the movement period, it becomes much harder to
determine premovement times. This time is primally associated with good engineering judgment and
the use of data from past fires.

Figure 19: Timeline of a Human Response to a Building fire [9]

Characteristics of Occupants
How people react and their time associated with egress, depend on the characteristics of the occupants
using the building. These characteristics can be divided into a few categories; permanent/transitory,
trained/untrained, potential age range, mobility issues, vulnerabilities, awake/unawake, and social
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grouping [9]. The library is located on a college campus and is primally used by those associated with the
campus.
It would be expected to have both staff and users inside of the building at any given time. This provides
a mix of people knowledgeable with the building as well as first time occupants. For the purpose of
looking into characteristics, it can be assumed that there is a higher ratio of transient to permanent
occupants. While there is a higher ratio of transient occupants, there is trained staff that can help direct
egress movement of the occupants during an emergency. The building could have occupants of all age
ranges, but the main users are adults in the college age group. There are ADA requirements and the
building can be accessed by those with mobility issues. It would be expected that the number of users
with mobility issues would be lower than those without mobility issues. There are no sleeping areas, so
all occupants can be assumed to be awake and alert. In regards to social grouping, it is not very likely
that family units are using the building. However, there are social groups and friends that would be
together and expected to move together as a group.
When considering the use of this building, some premovement activity can be assumed. Most occupants
would be carrying personnel belongings into the building like laptops, backpacks and other study aids.
This means that more than likely their belongings would be within close proximity. It is very likely that
people with these items would take time to gather them before evacuating. It could also be assumed
that a portion of occupants would try to stay within their social groups and might seek out those they
came into the building with. Since there are no smoke detectors within the main sections of the library
and several manual pull stations, there is a high possibility that activation of a manual pull alarm could
be part of a premovement action.

Premovement Time
As stated earlier there is some engineering judgment associated with the determination of
premovement times. The SFPE Handbook has a table with data associated with various types of fires in
different occupancies. Some of the pertinent data from Table 64.9 of the SFPE Handbook has been
transferred and referenced in Table 14. In comparing fires occurring at other libraries and similar
building types from around the world. The premovement times ranged from as little as little as 1 second
to 200 seconds. In choosing the data I tried to pick buildings with a similar age grouping and use.
In making my determination, I was able to gather 4 data points. I then added one standard deviation to
the mean for each one. I then took the average of the new number to obtain my calculated preevacuation time of 63 seconds. This would be the time from activation of the fire alarm or occupant
notification of a fire to the time they started their evacuation movement.
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Table 14: SFPE Table 64.9 Pre-Evacuation Data [9]
Pre-evacuation times - educational occupancy
Times (s)
Location
Building # Floors Age Range Mean
SD
Range
Poland
Library
7
18 - 60
69.9
0.77
0.1-178
Czech Repubic Library
5
18 - 44
43
20-100
UK
Library
3
73.7
37.4
8-200
NZ
University
5
27
-

Adding the SD to the Mean and then taking the average
of all.

Calculated Time
63 s

The data provided within the SFPE Handbook included all three phases of detection, warning, and preevacuation. With the low number of smoke detectors throughout the library, it might extend the regular
detection and notification times. It is for this reason I have decided to add a safety factor of 1.5 to the
pre-evacuation time. This gives a pre-evacuation time of 95 seconds. I feel this provides a conservative
value without being unrealistic.

Calculated Evacuation Time
There are several different ways in conducting hydraulic egress calculations. The two being considered
are first-order and second-order hydraulic models. First-order is more simplistic and focuses on the
egress component that places the most severe constraint on the flow of people. Second-order is more
time consuming but has fewer assumptions. It requires the flow of people between each structural
component be calculated. I have conducted my analysis using the second-order hydraulic model.
The building is large and has a lower occupancy density than a typical assembly occupancy. Taking the
usable area, I have divided the occupancy load per floor by the usable area to calculate a density per
floor. When considering speed of travel densities below 0.05 it can be assumed that people move freely
at maximum speed [9]. The density on every floor is below the 0.05 persons/ft2. This means that free
moving maximum speeds can be used. I was able to use Table 59.4 and 59.5 from the SFPE Handbook in
my calculations. The values can be seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Egress Speeds from SFPE Handbook [9]

For my calculations I used a simultaneous evacuation. I determined that the limiting factor was the 36inch doors leading into the stairway. Because of this a que will form at various rates depending on
location. As the people start down the stairway, the flow in the stairway then becomes the limiting
factor. In considering the flow of people in the stairway a decision needs to be made on which people
from the floors takes precedence. For my calculations I provided for the higher floors to evacuate
proceeding to the ground floor. I feel this provides for a conservative calculation.
My calculations can be seen in Table 15 – 17. The calculations include pre-evacuation, egress travel,
time to clear the floor, and travel down the stairways. Each stairway has a different time due to different
occupant load using each stairway. Due to the multiple exits on the first floor, I determined that egress
time would be shorter than egress from the stairways. For this reason, I have only included the stairway
calculations. Since the exit stairways are fire-rated and considered a separation, I have included time to
clear the floor and total time to clear the building from each exit stairway.
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Table 15: Calculations of Egress Times (5th & 4th Floors)
Stairway 1
Exit Occupant Load
109
people
Density of Floor
0.016 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Exit Route
Max Distance
200
ft
Time
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Time to
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Passthrough
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Door
Flow to door
128 per/min
Rate of que
80
per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Time to
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Travel Stairs
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
92
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
168.9
sec
Time to clear floor
263.9
sec

Fifth Floor
Stairway 2
Stairway 3
Exit Occupant Load
58
people
Exit Occupant Load
Density of Floor
0.016 Per/sqft
Density of Floor
Speed
235
ft/min
Speed
Max Distance
200
ft
Max Distance
Travel time
0.85
min
Travel time
Clear width
36
in
Clear width
Effective Width
2
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Calculated Flow
Flow to door
68
per/min
Flow to door
Rate of que
20
per/min
Rate of que
Clear width
48
in
Clear width
Effective Width
3
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
Density of Stairway
speed
123
ft/min
speed
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Stairway length
Time to travel one floor 0.31
Time to travel one floor
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
Calc Flow Stair
People in stair at
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
time to travel one
floor
floor
People waiting
41
People waiting
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Pre-evacuation time
Movement time
113.8
sec
Movement time
Time to clear floor
208.8
sec
Time to clear floor

Stairway 1
Exit Occupant Load
148
per
Density of Floor
0.02 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Time for Exit
Max Distance
200
ft
Route
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
door
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
174 per/min
Rate of que
126 per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Time to
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Travel Stairs
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
131
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
211.1
sec
Time to clear floor
306.1
sec

Fourth Floor
Stairway 2
Stairway 3
Exit Occupant Load
116
per
Exit Occupant Load
148
per
Density of Floor
0.02 Per/sqft
Density of Floor
0.02 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Speed
235
ft/min
Max Distance
200
ft
Max Distance
200
ft
Travel time
0.85
min
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
136 per/min
Flow to door
174 per/min
Rate of que
88
per/min
Rate of que
126 per/min
Clear width
48
in
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
speed
123
ft/min
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Time to travel one floor 0.31
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
time to travel one
69
people
floor
floor
People waiting
99
People waiting
131
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
176.5
sec
Movement time
211.1
sec
Time to clear floor
271.5
sec
Time to clear floor
306.1
sec
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Stairway 4
82
people
0.016 Per/sqft
235
ft/min
200
ft
0.85
min
36
in
2
ft
24 per/min/ft
48
per/min
96
per/min
48
per/min
48
in
3
ft
18.5 per/min/ft
0.146 Per/sqft
123
ft/min
38.2
ft
0.31
min
55.5 per/min
69

people

65
95.0
139.7
234.7

sec
sec
sec

Stairway 4
Exit Occupant Load
149
per
Density of Floor
0.02 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Max Distance
200
ft
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
175 per/min
Rate of que
127 per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
132
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
212.1
sec
Time to clear floor
307.1
sec
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Table 16: Calculations of Egress Times (3rd & 2nd Floors)
Stairway 1
Exit Occupant Load
48
per
Density of Floor
0.016 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Time for Exit
Max Distance
200
ft
Route
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
door
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
56
per/min
Rate of que
8
per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Time to
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Travel Stairs
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
31
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
103.0
sec
Time to clear floor
198.0
sec

Third Floor
Stairway 2
Stairway 3
Exit Occupant Load
160
per
Exit Occupant Load
Density of Floor
0.016 Per/sqft
Density of Floor
Speed
235
ft/min
Speed
Max Distance
200
ft
Max Distance
Travel time
0.85
min
Travel time
Clear width
36
in
Clear width
Effective Width
2
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Calculated Flow
Flow to door
188 per/min
Flow to door
Rate of que
140 per/min
Rate of que
Clear width
48
in
Clear width
Effective Width
3
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
Density of Stairway
speed
123
ft/min
speed
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Stairway length
Time to travel one floor 0.31
Time to travel one floor
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
Calc Flow Stair
People in stair at
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
time to travel one
floor
floor
People waiting
143
People waiting
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Pre-evacuation time
Movement time
224.0
sec
Movement time
Time to clear floor
319.0
sec
Time to clear floor

Stairway 1
Exit Occupant Load
130
per
Density of Floor
0.025 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Time for Exit
Max Distance
200
ft
Route
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
door
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
153 per/min
Rate of que
105 per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Time to
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Travel Stairs
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
113
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
191.6
sec
Time to clear floor
286.6
sec

Second Floor
Stairway 2
Stairway 3
Exit Occupant Load
210
per
Exit Occupant Load
Density of Floor
0.025 Per/sqft
Density of Floor
Speed
235
ft/min
Speed
Max Distance
200
ft
Max Distance
Travel time
0.85
min
Travel time
Clear width
36
in
Clear width
Effective Width
2
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Calculated Flow
Flow to door
247 per/min
Flow to door
Rate of que
199 per/min
Rate of que
Clear width
48
in
Clear width
Effective Width
3
ft
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Max Specific flow
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
Density of Stairway
speed
123
ft/min
speed
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Stairway length
Time to travel one floor 0.31
Time to travel one floor
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
Calc Flow Stair
People in stair at
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
time to travel one
floor
floor
People waiting
193
People waiting
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Pre-evacuation time
Movement time
278.1
sec
Movement time
Time to clear floor
373.1
sec
Time to clear floor
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144
per
0.016 Per/sqft
235
ft/min
200
ft
0.85
min
36
in
2
ft
24 per/min/ft
48
per/min
169 per/min
121 per/min
48
in
3
ft
18.5 per/min/ft
0.146 Per/sqft
123
ft/min
38.2
ft
0.31
min
55.5 per/min
69

people

127
95.0
206.7
301.7

sec
sec
sec

324
per
0.025 Per/sqft
235
ft/min
200
ft
0.85
min
36
in
2
ft
24 per/min/ft
48
per/min
381 per/min
333 per/min
48
in
3
ft
18.5 per/min/ft
0.146 Per/sqft
123
ft/min
38.2
ft
0.31
min
55.5 per/min
69

people

307
95.0
401.3
496.3

sec
sec
sec

Stairway 4
Exit Occupant Load
128
per
Density of Floor
0.016 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Max Distance
200
ft
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
150 per/min
Rate of que
102 per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
111
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
189.4
sec
Time to clear floor
284.4
sec

Stairway 4
Exit Occupant Load
108
per
Density of Floor
0.025 Per/sqft
Speed
235
ft/min
Max Distance
200
ft
Travel time
0.85
min
Clear width
36
in
Effective Width
2
ft
Max Specific flow
24 per/min/ft
Calculated Flow
48
per/min
Flow to door
127 per/min
Rate of que
79
per/min
Clear width
48
in
Effective Width
3
ft
Max Specific flow
18.5 per/min/ft
Density of Stairway 0.146 Per/sqft
speed
123
ft/min
Stairway length
38.2
ft
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
Calc Flow Stair
55.5 per/min
People in stair at
time to travel one
69
people
floor
People waiting
91
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
167.8
sec
Time to clear floor
262.8
sec
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Table 17: Calculations of Egress Times (1st Floor)
First Floor
Stairway 1

Stairway 2
Exit Occupant Load
Density of Floor
Speed
Max Distance
Travel time
Clear width
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
Calculated Flow
Flow to door
Rate of que

128
per
0.02 Per/sqft
235
ft/min
200
ft
0.85
min
36
in
2
ft
24 per/min/ft
48
per/min
150 per/min
102 per/min
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
People waiting
113
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
211.1
sec
Time to clear floor
306.1
sec
Total Building Evacuation

505

sec

529

sec

Stairway 3
Exit Occupant Load
Density of Floor
Speed
Max Distance
Travel time
Clear width
Effective Width
Max Specific flow
Calculated Flow
Flow to door
Rate of que

Stairway 4

64
per
0.02 Per/sqft
235
ft/min
200
ft
0.85
min
36
in
2
ft
24 per/min/ft
48
per/min
75
per/min
27
per/min
Time to travel one floor 0.31
min
People waiting
49
Pre-evacuation time 95.0
sec
Movement time
131.1
sec
Time to clear floor
226.1
sec
865

sec

505

sec

The total exit times located at the bottom of Table 17, was taken from the floor that took the longest
time to exit the building. The longest time is associated with the number 3 stairway and had a calculated
egress travel time of 865 seconds (just over 14.5 minutes). This was due to the large population located
on the second floor.
To get the full picture, when the detection time, premovement time and travel time are added; the total
egress time is 14.5 minutes. This would be the Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) for the entire building.
There is also a RSET time associated with having all occupant enter into a safe passage such as a rated
stairway or passageway. As long as the occupants are out of the hazardous environment and in a safe
location, this could be considered a RSET. This is provided later in the report.
There are some limitations associated with my egress calculations. First it assumes max occupancy and
that everyone starts the evacuation at the same time. It also has a 95 second delay in evacuation
associated with detection and premovement. It assumes that the stairways will have the given occupant
loads that I provided. Changes in reaction and what exit someone choses would have an effect differing
from my calculations. My calculations should be used for a general understanding of maximum
evacuation potential and the time associated with evacuating the building with maximum occupant
load. The number provided is a conservative calculation.

Computer Based Evacuation Time
In addition to the calculated egress times provided in this report, I have also conducted a computer
egress model using Pathfinder. A summary of the egress movement can be seen in Appendix D.
I was able to program the five-story library with every room into Pathfinder. I used the calculated
occupancy load for each room and populated the entire building with a total of 2733 occupants. This can
be seen in Figure 21. All occupants were given the same parameters and told to proceed to any exit. As
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with the calculated times, the limiting factor was doors leading into the stairways. This caused a que to
form on each floor at the exit stairways.

Figure 21: Screenshot from Pathfinder Model Showing all Occupants.

After producing the model, I ran it with all egress points available. This would provide data for a basic
egress without any blockage of exits. I then disabled the interior stairways that are not protected and
only had the four exit stairways available. This would simulate a fire that was blocking the lobby
stairway.
With the use of both models, I was able to compile the following data provided within Table 18. This
shows the time in seconds to clear each floor and the time the last occupant exited each exit stairway. I
have also provided the total number of occupants that used each exit stairway. As would be expected,
with the center stairway unusable, the egress times increase. This data will be used later in the report to
assist with establishing RSET.
As can be noted, there are some differences between the hand calculated egress times the Pathfinder
model times. Most of this can be associated with the number of occupants that used each exit point. In
Pathfinder occupants were allowed to move to different exit points. This was not done with the hand
calculations and provides for some of the differences. Since the Pathfinder times tended to be a little
longer, they were used in establishing RSET.
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Table 18: Exit Times from Pathfinder Model

5
4
3
2
1

Time to Clear
Floor (s)
493
408
429
476
170

5
4
3
2
1

359
499
523
540
120

Floor #

Stairway #1

Stairway #2

Stairway #3

Stairway #4

With all Exits and Doorways Avaliable
Time Last Occupant Exited the Stairway (s)
591
543
447
496
Number of Occupants that Passed Through Stairway
499
485
435
416
With Interior Stairways Not Avaliable
Time Last Occupant Exited the Stairway (s)
662.6
581
518
619
Number of Occupants that Passed Through Stairway
560
545
499
528

When looking at the flow rate of the exit doors, there is a sharp increase in the beginning for stairways
one and two. This is due to the high volume and because these are the only exits that share egress with
the first floor. Once the first floor is cleared these exits follow the average flow rate of the other exits.
This can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Flow Rates of the Exit Stairway out of the Building
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Having done both hand calculations and a Pathfinder egress model, I wanted to provide a comparison of
the times. This can be seen in Table 19. For the most part, the pathfinder times tend to provide longer
egress times. There are a few reasons for this. In my hand calculations I only used the four egress
stairways in my calculations. This is why the egress time for the first floor is longer in the hand
calculations. In pathfinder, for the first floor, I used all the exterior exit points. Once I decided on a
number of occupants using each of the exits, I did not allow for occupants to leave and egress to
another stairway if the que was long, this was not the case in Pathfinder. When considering ASET times,
I used the Pathfinder egress times.

Table 19: Comparison of Egress times
Evacuation times
# of
Time to
Floor
Occupants
Clear Floor
Using Exit
5
264
109
4
307
149
Hand Calculated
3
319
160
Second order
2
496
324
1
306
128

Pathfinder

5
4
3
2
1

493
408
429
476
170

79
155
118
96
284

Exit
Stairway 1
Stairway 4
Stairway 2
Stairway 3
Stairway 2
Stairway 2
Stairway 2
Stairway 2
Stairway 2
Front Exit

Tenability Criterion
Tenability plays an important part when trying to discern if people can safely egress out of a building in
time. The amount of time it takes from ignition until the building/room environment is no longer
tenable would be considered the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET). It is important in considering the
design process and the evacuation process, that the RSET is less than the ASET. A representative of the
components of each stage can be seen in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Engineering Timeline [9]

When trying to define performance criteria for tenability limits, a good measure is from the NFPA Life
Safety Code, “any occupant who is not intimate with the ignition shall not be exposed to instantaneous
of cumulative untenable conditions” [8]. An understanding of the physiological fire hazards that affect
the capability of escape are [10];
•
•
•
•

Impaired vision from smoke obscuration.
Impaired vision, pain, and breathing difficulties from the effects of smoke irritants on eyes and
respiratory tract.
Asphyxiation from toxic gases leading to confusion and loss of consciousness.
Pain to exposed skin and respiratory tract followed by burns from exposure to radiant and
convective heat leading to collapse.

When considering tenability criteria there are two points, the point of incapacitation and the point of
imminent death. It is important when dealing with self-evacuation that tenability criteria for
incapacitation is not reached. When considering ASET in this report, the level of incapacitation was used.
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is one of the most common incapacitating byproducts of burning objects in a
building. It is a leading cause of death related to such fires. It is for this reason that I will be using CO as
one of the tenability criteria. The amount of intake of toxic gases is attributed to the amount of activity. I
have provided Figure 24 to help show the difference in the amount of CO to incapacitation between rest
and light activity.

Figure 24: Ct Product Exposure Dose for CO [10]
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It is reasonable to assume that someone evacuating a building with fire would be considered in light
activity.
Heat is another byproduct of combustion that can have an ill effect on the body and is considered as one
of the criteria. While heat flux is a more accurate way to indicate the effects of heat on the body, it is
not easy to measure within the model. A more relevant and understanding way is through temperature.
Past tests have shown that heat flux above 2.5 kW/m2 at the level of occupants or 6 feet (1.8 m) will
cause pain [8]. It can be expected that heat flux at the 2.5 kW/m2 corresponds to a hot gas layer
temperature of about 200 C. The level of heat that can be tolerated is dependent to the humidity and
time of exposure. This can be seen if Figure 25. While the air saturation would not be expected to reach
100%, I have used the value of 60 C as my heat exposure criteria. This allows for exposure to higher air
saturations for at least a 30-minute exposure time. As temperatures level rises above the 60 C, the time
of exposure starts to drop.

Figure 25: Limiting Conditions for Tenability Caused by Convective Heat [10]

The final and most encountered criteria is visibility issues associated with smoke production. As smoke
starts to effect visibility people start to walk slower and begin to become disorientated. This effect is
amplified with the level of irritant smoke present. As smoke density increases it will reach a point when
occupants will not travel through the smoke to reach an exit. The goal is to have all occupants out of the
hazardous area before the smoke density is too much. It is recognized that smoke densities up to 0.8
OD/m in large rooms, the concentrations of other toxic gases in the smoke can be relativity harmless for
exposure times less than an hour [10].
Because it is hard to know which individual will or will not egress through denser smoke levels, there is a
wide range of potential values used. My reference in consideration for deciding on a visibility criterion
was the 2019 SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire. In one section there is a reference to a study
conducted by Jin, it concludes that in public buildings a smoke density of 0.22 OD/m should be used. Jin
suggests, at this level the visibility would start to limit evacuation out of the building [10]. This value
converts to a conservative visibility value of 4 m or 13 feet.
Due to the range of ill and adverse effects on a population a conservative base value should be used. In
deciding what value to use, the population served should be considered. For this project I recommend
using the standard values for the general population base that will be using the building.
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When assessing the project building, it has large open spaces with 9-feet to 12-feet ceilings in various
locations. The majority of the population using the building are college age adults. It is likely that a good
number of occupants would have some knowledge of the building’s layout. For this reason, I have
chosen to use the following tenability criteria;
•
•
•

Smoke Obscuration of 13-feet horizontal view or vertical smoke level dropping below 6-feet
above floor.
Asphyxiant gas: Ct exposure dose of CO at 30,000 ppm-min
Thermal – ambient air temperature at 6 feet of 140° F (60 C)

These values were determined with the use of SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire as a guide.

Design Fires
When developing performance-based designs or conducting a fire-hazard analysis, a key element is the
design fire used. Important consideration needs to be placed into the design fire. If the wrong design fire
is used the results could cause the project or analysis to be based on bad assumptions. This could bring a
wrong sense of security. When considering the process of developing fire scenarios and design fires, the
SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-Based Fire Protections provides a two-step process. This
includes a consideration of all possible fire scenarios which could occur within the building, then reduce
the possible fire scenarios to a manageable set of design fire scenarios. Within this process the SFPE lists
three characteristics, the building, the occupants, and the fire [9].
All three characteristics play a role in the design fire. The building characteristics include the physical
features, contents and ambient environment within the building. This is important because all of this will
affect how the fire grows and develops. They also affect how occupants might evacuate the building
during a fire event. The fire characteristics provide for the history of the fire and include materials first
ignited, the fire’s growth, if it goes to flashover and becomes fully developed and then decay.
When developing a design fire, how a fire ignites is not important. Part of a complete fire analysis does
include limiting ignition sources; it is not part of the design fire. The design fire is to analyze how a fire
will react within the structure. When considering this, it is automatically assumed that a fire will ignite.
Then take an analysis on the effects of such a fire considering the concepts laid out by SFPE handbook
along with other accepted reference material. For this reason, the following three fire scenarios will not
address ignition. The only aspect related to ignition used in this paper, will be the material first ignited
and time of ignition.
In considering the layout of the building a good portion of the makeup is large open rooms. These large
open rooms with high ceiling allow for more of an open burning (fuel limited) vs smaller compartment
fires (ventilation limited). When considering different types of design fires, it is important to provide for
both types of fires when the building allows for such fire types.
Location of the fire within the room has an effect on the rate of fire growth. A free burning fire in the
center of the room has more air entrainment as opposed to one adjacent to a wall or in a corner [2]. The
fire in the center of the room also loses more radiant heat in all directions compared to one located
adjacent to a wall or in a corner. Between the air entrainment and radiated heat losses, fires in the
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center of the room will have a lower HRR then ones along a wall or in a corner. The following
correlations can be used to help adjust HRR depending on location in the room.
Fires adjacent to a wall: 2Q
Fires in a 90° corner: 4Q
When looking at plume mass and velocity, the Zukoski equations can be used [11]:
mp = 0.21[(ρ2∞g)/(cpT∞)]1/3Q1/3z5/3
Tp = T∞ + Qc/(mpcp)
(ρ∞ - ρp)/ ρ∞ = (Tp - T∞)/Tp
V = mp/ ρp
Incorporated into the design fire and its growth will include building characteristics, fuel components,
occupant usage and functions of systems in the building. The location of the design fire will be done with
the assistance of the guidelines provided in NFPA 101. While NFPA 101 has eight design fire scenarios
listed in Table 20, only three design fires have been provided within this paper. The ones developed in
this paper will have various aspects of the descriptions provided by NFPA 101 and may incorporate
several into one.

Table 20: NFPA 101 Design Fire Scenarios [8]
1
2
3
4

5

Occupa nt-s peci fi c fi re
Ul tra fa s t-devel opi ng fi re (a ddres s concerns
rega rdi ng reducti on i n the number of exi ts )
Fi re tha t s ta rts i n a norma l l y unoccupi ed room,
potenti a l l y enda ngeri ng a l a rge number of
Fi re tha t ori gi na tes i n a concea l ed wa l l or
cei l i ng a dja cent to a l a rge occupi ed room

6

Sl owl y devel opi ng fi re, s hi el ded from fi re
protecti on s ys tem, i n cl os e proxi mi ty to a hi gh
The mos t s evere fi re res ul ti ng from the l a rges t
pos s i bl e fuel l oa d

7

An outs i de fi re

8

Fi re ori gi na ti ng i n ordi na ry combus ti bl es i n
room or a rea wi th pa s s i ve or a cti ve fi re

Fuel Analysis
As part of the design process, the type, amount, and configuration of fuel needs to be considered. In
considering the library, it has a multifunction use. The use can be used to help choose the typical types
of items found within the library. With the main function as a library, it would be expected to have large
amounts of books and paper products. However, other items will also need to be considered. Desks,
computers, furniture, and trash receptacles, to name a few, all have combustible components. There
also needs to be some consideration to the items that occupants will bring with them into the building.
While there are some utility rooms with cleaning supplies, there are no flammable liquids or hazardous
materials stored in any reportable quantities. Any fire spread attributed to these items is negligible and
can be discounted.
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The main fuel load associated with this building is the mass number of books and papers. While the
density of books does not lead itself to easy ignition, there can be an excess amount of heat energy
released once it does start to combust. Past testing can be used to help with the understanding of
potential heat release. For the library, I have included Figure 26, which shows tests conducted on book
racks.
The arrangement of such books, magazines, and papers on the racks can also lead to further fire growth
once these items have been ignited. The radiated heat from such racks can easily spread to other racks
or combustible items if proper spacing is not maintained. The racks themselves can also block
suppression activities.

Figure 26: HRR of Magazine Racks taken from SFPE Handbook [9]

The Library contains various different types of furniture. Most are single seating chairs associated with
study areas or classrooms. The Library was opened in 1980, this is before the 1991 requirement of
California Technical Bulletin 133 “Flammability Test Procedures for Seating Furniture for Use in Public
Occupancies.” However, the furniture has been changed out since then and should comply with TB133.
This requires furniture in public spaces to have maximum HRR of 80 kW among other aspects like flame
spread and smoke production. Most if not all the furniture in the Library should be in compliant with this
requirement. It should be noted that TB 133 has been repealed as of January 22, 2019. The furniture still
needs to comply with TB 116 and TB 117, which test more flame retardance and smolder resistance
then HRR. This could allow furniture items with higher HRR in the future.
Books and furniture are not the only fuel components that need to be noted. There are also sections
containing computers and printers with plastic components. With ignition of such plastic components,
there can be larger HRR and smoke production. There are also various displays at different times of the
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year along with combustible wall displays. When such displays are adjacent to exits, if they ignite, they
can block access to those exits.
While fire tests might not have been done on the individual items in the Library, recognized and
accepted fire test have been conducted on similar type items. These tests have yielded average HRR
curves and burn times. These curves and results can be used to help develop design fires associated with
the Library.

Design Fire 1 (Fire in the bookstacks on the third floor)
This fire takes into consideration the large amount of fuel potential within the large room of the
bookstack area. With its 14-foot ceiling and large area, the fire would be fuel limited and less likely to go
to flashover. This area has a large fuel load and is the largest heat release fire in the designs. This fire
would cover an occupant-specific fire, a slowly developing fire within proximity to a high occupancy
area, and the largest fire with the highest fuel load. These would be items 1, 5, and 6 of the NFPA 101
design fire scenarios.
It also needs to be remembered; this area of the library is not installed with smoke detectors. The
closest detector is by the elevators located on the east end. They are mounted on the 9-foot ceiling
section. This means that the smoke would need to fill in the top of the 14-foot bookstack area and spill
into the hallway. There are smoke detectors located within the ducts on the fifth floor. This means that
the likely alarm activation would be through occupant notification and activation of the manual pull
station.

Figure 27: HRR Curve of Bookrack from Test 1 [12]

For the fire development design, I decided to use Test 1 from Figure 26 as the guide for my HRR curve. A
better view of the HRR curve can be seen in Figure 27. The test was looking into full-scale burning of
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post-flashover fires in retail shops. In Test 1, book displays with 1 m width and 2.2 m high were filled
with 15 kg of books, magazines and newspapers [12]. They used 2000 ml of gasoline in a pool fire to get
the room to flashover. The heat release rate was measured by use of oxygen consumption.
I used the parameters of the curve to develop my design fire curve for this scenario. To represent the
HRR, I used the following equations from Bukowski to obtain a time in t2 fire characterization. This can
be represented by Figures 28 and 29.

Figure 28: Heat Release Equations for t2 fires [13]

Figure 29: Heat Release Rate vs Time in t2 fire Characterization [13]

Using the above equations, I was able to determine an alpha fire growth coefficient of 0.02 and an alpha
fire decay of 0.041. The peak HRR was 3699 kW.
After developing a representative HRR curve I wanted to see if and when other adjacent bookstacks
would ignite from exposure to the first fire. The Lawson and Quintiere equation was used to determine
heat flux [2].
qr” = χrQ/4πRo2

For Ro/R > 4

qr” = Incident radiation on target, χr = Radiative fraction, Ro = Distance from center of fire base to target
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When considering the radiative fraction, common materials are listed between 0.3 to 0.35. For this
paper, 0.3 was used. The thickness of the bookstacks was estimated to be less than 2-ft (R=1-ft). While
the California Building Code requires a 44-in aisle width, the current layout of the library does not
provide 44-in aisles. For my calculations, I used an aisle spacing of 3-feet (Ro = 3-ft was used).
The table for critical heat flux of materials from the SFPE Handbook was used to obtain a critical heat
flux for ignition of a second bookrack. While there was no listing for books, a value of 10 kW/m2 was
given for newspaper and corrugated paper [9]. I determined that this would be an acceptable and
conservative value.
Having established the critical heat flux for ignition, I was able to march out the HRR values and using
the Lawson and Quintiere equation I was able to determine that additional bookstacks would ignite. The
results can be seen in Figure 30 showing the relation to the heat release rate and the time to reach
critical heat flux.

Figure 30: Time to Critical Heat Flux for the Adjacent Bookstacks

The equations were only conducted to a total of 600 seconds (10 min). The second bookstack would
ignite at 192 seconds, the third bookstack would ignite at 234 seconds, and the fourth would ignite at
275 seconds.
With this data, I was able to then place each bookstacks heat release rate onto a graph at the time it was
indicated for ignition. This produced a running graph of each induvial curve as well as a total heat
release rate curve. This can be seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: HRR Curve of the Bookstack Fire

As was expected this produces a significant fire with the peak heat release rate hitting 9 MW. It needs to
be noted, I only calculated to 900 seconds (13 minutes). It was assumed that after this time all
occupants would have evacuated from the floor. I also only included a total of four bookstacks. It is likely
that without suppression activity all the bookstacks would become involved in fire. The scope of this
paper is primarily looking at life-safety. With this thought there was no need to expand the time.
However, if building use post fire was being considered additional time would need to be considered.

Computer Modeling Design Fire 1
After the heat release and time other items would ignite was determined, I used the computer program
PyroSim to run a computer model of the fire. The model was only of the third floor. It included four
bookstacks that were programed as burners with the associated HRR and time of ignition. For the
reaction materials there was nothing in the PyroSim library for paper. The closest cellulose material was
that of pine wood. I used this as the base reaction. When determining the soot and CO yields, I found
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reference in the SFPE Handbook. I inputted the following values; soot yield of 0.015 kg/kg and for the CO
yield 0.005 kg/kg [9].
I placed within the model, detectors for CO that measured the CO in mass fraction. I would take the
results and convert into ppm. The detectors were located by the exit doors to the stairways at the 6-foot
height level. I also included 2D slice files for temperature and visibility. These ran along the lines of the
exit doors. These are the main factors that will determine tenability at any given time.
The following Figures 32 – 35 show results from the PyroSim model.

Figure 32: Screenshot from PyroSim of Bookstack Fire
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Figure 33: Screenshot of Bookstack Fire at 460s showing Visibility at 6-foot level

Figure 34: Screenshot of Bookstack Fire at 602s showing Temperature at 6-foot level
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Figure 35: Graph of CO Concentration at Exits

As an additional computer model, I ran another PyroSim model for this design fire including the use of
fire sprinklers. Since the library does not have a fully sprinklered building, there were two options I
considered if sprinklers were to be installed, fast response and standard response sprinklers. NFPA 13
describes a fast response sprinkler as having a thermal element with a RTI of 50 (m/s)1/2 or less and a
standard response with a thermal element 80 (m/s)1/2 or more [15]. The use of quick response sprinklers
would not be available at the time the library was constructed. Also, in an effort to be conservative, I
decided to use a standard response sprinkler with a thermal response of 100 (m/s)1/2. I had the
activation temperature set at 68 C. This could be considered a standard commercial sprinkler head.

Figure 36: HRR to Sprinkler Activation Temperature Design Fire 1
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I placed a single sprinkler head at the ceiling level and 2.3 m from the corner of the first bookstack. This
provided an acceptable spacing of the sprinkler from the location of the fire. In the model I first looked
at the time to sprinkler activation according to the same HRR curve used in the non-sprinkler model. The
time to activation can be seen in Figure 36. After this model was ran, it showed that there would be
sprinkler activation at 286 seconds into the fire.
This was at the point the fire was reaching an HRR of 3700 kW. This is well off the peak HRR for the fire
at 9000 kW. When we look back at Figure 30, we can see by this time the fourth bookstack is beginning
to ignite. While there are multiple bookstacks burning they would be in the beginning stages and
producing very little of the HRR in relation to the first burning bookstack. It is for this reason I ran the
model again with only the first bookstack burning. Since activation is at the peak of the first bookstack, I
ran the model with the one bookstack burning. I felt that this still provided a good representation of
how the fire would react.
I then ran the PyroSim model to obtain projected tenability criteria. The results can be seen in Figure 37,
which shows a screenshot of the visibility. The model indicates that at the 645 second time frame the
established visibility criteria was not reached. It would also be expected like the first model that visibility
would be the driving force. Because of this it would also be expected that the heat and toxic levels
would also meet the tenability criteria.

Figure 37: Screenshot of Bookstack Fire at 645 seconds with Sprinkler Activation

When comparing the evacuation times to the results from PyroSim, we can see if they meet the
tenability criteria. The egress models provide an evacuation time to clear the third floor of 429 seconds.
This is close to the time that the visibility at the 6-foot level starts to meet the 13-feet restriction. The
temperature and CO levels fall well below the tenability restrictions.
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When considering RSET and ASET there needs to be some accountability for any error in the determining
calculations associated with RSET. It is for this reason that a safety factor needs to be added to the RSET
value. For this report a safety factor of 1.5 will be added to the RSET value.
For this design fire, there was a difference between the calculated and computer model egress times. As
an added safety factor, the longer computer model time will be used. This provides an egress time of
429 seconds to clear the third floor during the fire. When the 1.5 safety factor is included this provided a
value of 644 seconds. This can be seen in Figure 38.
The temperature and CO levels are not met during the 900 seconds the computer model was ran.
However, at 460 seconds the visibility starts to drop below 13 feet at the 6-foot level. This would be a
failure of the ASET due to inadequate safety factor.

RSET vs ASET For Third Floor
ASET - 460 s
RSET - 429 s
Pre-evacuation

Movement
Time
Evacuation
Completed

1.5 Safety
Margin
(644 s)

Time Tenability
Limit Reached

Failed due to inadequate Safety Margin
Figure 38: RSET vs ASET for Bookstack Fire

This failure is for the library as it is now. If there were fire sprinklers installed. Figure 37 shows that at
the end of 645 seconds the tenability criteria were not been exceeded. This means with sprinkler
activation the RSET with safety margin is below the ASET and passes.

Design Fire 2 (Fire at the first-floor main entrance blocking the main staircase)
This takes into consideration the large open area between the first and second floors. With the large
open floor plan and the high open area above, this would be fuel limited and less likely to go to
flashover. These is also limited fuel in this area. With the opening for the staircase the height from the
first floor to the ceiling of the second floor would be 28-feet. The opening above the staircase is about
968 ft2. The smoke from this type of fire would have a bigger impact on the second floor than the first.
This area is also the main entrance, so a fire in this area would block this area and force people to use
exits they might not be familiar with causing some confusion. A fire could start in a trash container
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adjacent to the staff desk. The mix of the waste in a plastic trash can and the items located on the desk,
a fire could develop fast. Looking at the design fire scenarios from NFPA 101, such a fire could account
for a fast-developing fire and since it is in the area of the main egress into and out of the building it
would reduce the number of exits. It would also cover a fire originating in a room with ordinary
combustibles with ineffective fire protection, since there are no active or passive fire protection in this
area.
In choosing a representative fire, I used test fires conducted in Japan using office furnishings. The study
was looking into office building fires. The fuel package used was a single engineering desk 42 kg in
weight, a chair, telephone, desktop computer, and paper files, the max HRR was 1602 kW [10]. The total
weight of all items tested was 263 kg. A polypropylene trash basket with corrugated paper was used for
the ignition source. The results can be seen as case 11 in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Experimental Results for Representative Fire [14]

I used the same Bukowski equations used in Design Fire 1 to develop my heat release curve. I was able
to determine an alpha fire growth coefficient of 0.036 and an alpha fire decay of 0.001. The peak HRR
was 1602 kW. The heat release rate curve used can be seen in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: HRR Curve for Desk Fire

Computer Modeling Design Fire 2
I used PyroSim as the computer modeling for this fire. Due to the features in the lobby area with the
large opining for the staircase, I had to include the first and second floors in the model. The fire was
placed in the location of the front lobby desk. Since this is mainly wood, for the reaction in the model I
used pine from the program’s library. When determining the soot and CO yields, I found reference in the
SFPE Handbook for pine wood. I inputted the following values; soot yield of 0.015 kg/kg and for the CO
yield 0.005 kg/kg [9]. Figure 41 shows a screenshot from the PyroSim model.

Figure 41: Screenshot of PyroSim Desk Fire
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For the model, I placed thermocouples spaced from the floor to the ceiling on the second floor in the
location of the staircase. I also used 2D slices for temperature and visibility on the second floor. This was
due to the open area and the hot gasses rising upward into the second floor.
While the library does not have fire sprinklers installed in this area, I ran the model with and without fire
sprinklers. The sprinkler was spaced 2.3 m from the edge of the desk. Figure 42 shows the comparison
of the heat release with the sprinkler head temperature (with an RTI of 100 (m/s)1/2).

Figure 42: Design Fire 2, HRR to Sprinkler Activation Temperature Design Fire 2

The sprinkler would activate at 365 seconds when the HRR would be 1025 kW (which is below the peak
of 1600 kW). The sprinkler activation is extended due to the tall ceilings and large opening above the
staircase. The activation would help to reduce the size and effects of the fire. For the model I only
looked at time to activation. I did not model how many would activate or what the effects of the lower
HRR would have.
Figures 44 to 45 are screenshots from the Pyrosim model without sprinklers. As can be seen the smoke
and heat rise up the opening above the staircase and affect the second floor. In the egress model, it took
540 seconds to evacuate the second floor with the main staircase not in use. At the end of 600 seconds,
neither the visibility or temperature parameters for tenability are reached. While no CO modeling was
conducted, it can be assumed with the level of visibility seen, that the CO levels would not be a concern.
Figure 43 shows the RSET vs ASET with the added safety factor. As can be seen, there is adequate egress
time for this fire.
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RSET vs ASET
ASET - 900 s
RSET - 540 s
Pre-evacuation

Movement

1.5 Safety
Margin
(810 s)

Time Evacuation
Completed

Time Tenability
Limit Reached

Adequate RSET

Figure 43: RSET vs ASET for Desk Fire

Figure 44: Screenshot of Visibility Slice from Desk Fire
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Figure 45: Screenshot of Temperature Slice from Desk Fire

The RSET allows for occupants to evacuate under the ASET even without the installation of fire
sprinklers. With the reduced HRR provided with sprinkler activation, the ASET times would be expected
to be extended. This would give even more time for safe egress of the occupants.

Design Fire 3 (Fire in the group study room on the fourth floor)
The last fire takes into consideration a ventilation-controlled fire. It is modeled as a fire starting in a
small room within the Library. The Group Study room is a smaller room located on the fourth floor. Its
main use is for groups to come together and study away from the main portions of the Library. The
room contains small tables, chairs, computers, printers, and trash containers. This does not include
anything that people might bring with them or leave in the room. Since the room is away from the main
section of the library, a fire could go unnoticed for some time allowing the fire to grow.
When considering the fire scenario components laid out in NFPA, this fire could cover one starting in an
unoccupied room that has potential to endanger large numbers of occupants. By designing it with the
door to the room open, it can address one where passive fire protection is rendered inoperative (i.e.
door keeping the fire from spreading from room of origin).
Since this is a smaller room within the Library a determination if the room will go to flashover needs to
be done. In compartment fires, especially in ventilation-controlled fires, ventilation plays important role.
There are several different equations that can be used that take into consideration the room size and
the ventilation opening size. The Thomas equation was used for this design fire [11].
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QFO = 7.8AT + AO√(HO)
QFO = HHR for flashover, AT = surface area of the room, AO = area of the opening, HO = height of opening
The Group Study room is 22 feet by 22 feet with a 9 feet tall ceiling. The door to the room is 4 feet wide
by 7 feet tall. The Thomas equation was used to determine the HRR required to have the room go to
flashover. This gave an HRR of 2653 kW for flashover.
Fire growth for the room can be considered in a few different ways. For the purpose of looking at this
fire the following equation was used; Q = αt2. In considering the parameters associated with the room, a
medium growth rate was considered. The biggest items inside of the room that will be the fuel in the
room are the upholstered chairs, desks, computers, and backpacks brought in by the students. In trying
to justify the chosen alpha growth rate, I looked at past fire tests of similar items in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Comparison HRR Curves for a Workstation and Wooden Chair [16]

The computer workstation used is larger than what would be expected in the group study room but can
be used as a sample. It consists of computer desk and bookcase constructed with 5/8” thick particle
board. It also includes a thin wood frame chair with California foam covered with polyolefin fabric [15].
When looking at the data for each, an alpha growth factor can be obtained using the following equation
[13];
αg = 1000/(t1MW – t0)
αg is fire growth coefficient, t1MW is time to reach 1MW, t0 is time to the onset of ignition.
Using the data from the padded chair burning the αg = 0.025 and the workstation is αg = 0.002. While the
workstation is in the slow growth range, we can see on Figure 46 that the early growth, within the first
200 seconds, are closer to the medium growth curve. For an easier model that would still properly
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represent the fuel type in the room, I chose the medium growth rate to provide a more conservative
approach. This falls in line with the chart on choosing fire growth rates as seen if Figure 47.

Figure 47: t-squared Growth Curves [2]

I also wanted to take into consideration the location of the fire within the room. The location of the fire
in relation to the walls plays a role in the HRR associated with the fire. I used the t-Squared equation
with a fire starting in the center, along the wall, and in the corner Figure 48. This places a time line
between 238 s (4 min) for a corner fire, to 476 s (8 min) center of room fire. It should also be noted
these are based on the door opened completely. Any change in the ventilation opening would cause a
change in the HHR required for flashover.
The only position considered for this paper was the door completely opened. This is both a likely
scenario and will allow the most heat and smoke to enter the main portion of the library floor. There are
no exterior windows located inside of this room so there was no exterior window considered for
ventilation. There is a glass wall separating the room from the library hall. This is the same wall that the
door to the room is located. I did not consider the glass wall breaking. This allowed the door to be the
only ventilation factor. Also given that the glass associated with the wall is thick tempered glass, I
assumed that it would holdup while the room reached flashover. Given enough time and heat, the glass
wall would eventually break. This would be further along in the time frame of the fire.
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Figure 48: Comparison HRR Curves between Center, Wall, and Corner of Room

Due to the location of the room being considered (adjacent to the stairway) it would also have the effect
of blocking an exit path. Since this is the main stairway leading from the fifth and down to the third floor
it would have an ill effect on occupants escaping the fire. It can also be assumed that the smoke entering
the main area would also start to obstruct the exit staircase along the south wall. While this staircase
has self-closing doors to protect the staircase, the smoke might limit the ability of people on the floor to
use that exit.
A computer model of this fire was not conducted. However, we can look at the one conducted for
Design Fire 1. While the layout is not exact, there is a lot of similarities between the two floors. The fire
designed for the third-floor had a peak HRR of about 9 MW. This is significantly different then the peak
of 2653 kW for this fire. The maximum egress time for the fourth floor was 408 seconds, when the 1.5
safety factor is applied this provides a value of 612 seconds for RSET.
Since the temperature and CO levels were not met in the third-floor fire it is not expected to be reached
in this fire. The visibility element would be the driving factor for tenability. It is highly likely that the
hallway leading to the group study room would start to fill with smoke. This might cause more
occupants to use the exit stairways along the north wall. Given these factors it is highly likely that the
RSET would still meet the ASET requirements for this fire.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This report was divided into two sections prescriptive and performance-based aspects. Within the
contents, the meaning and importance of each aspect was detailed. It is easy to look at the codes and
get an understanding of the prescriptive side of safety. In North America it is the prescriptive-based
codes that a good portion of our buildings are built. However, as a building and its use becomes more
complicated a broader understanding needs to take place.
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While there are several different factors that make buildings complex, it is easy to say that the library
would be classified as a complex building. The building is located on a University campus and is widely
used by students, facility, and staff. There is a large occupant capacity that could be within the building
at any given time. The building was built to codes and standards that are over 20 years old. These all
contribute to the complexity of the building.
The library is an existing building when it comes to understanding this analysis. This does not mean that
it does not have to maintain its safety aspects in relation to the code. This analysis has recognized safety
aspects that should be addressed and those that would be nice to address.
Looking at the prescriptive aspects, this report has tried to merge aspects from the code of record, 1976
UBC, and the 2018 IBC. The thought behind this was to recognize the growth of safety factors that has
evolved as the perspective codes advance.
Using the current IBC, the library would be classified as a Group A-3 occupancy with a max occupant
load of 2725 people. The construction classification would be Type I-A. These main aspects help dictate
the makeup of the building and code requirements. All the other codes are biased on some aspect of
these classifications and groups within the codes.
There are several areas associated with the egress components that should be recognized and
addressed. The open courtyard on the first-floor has the ability to have greater than 50 people,
calculated at 85. The current makeup only has a single exit. Since it only has one exit, it also exceeds the
common path of travel restrictions. These do not comply with the IBC. It is recommended that a second
exit be installed along the west wall of the courtyard. This would address both issues. The cost would be
minimal with a great safety benefit.
The plans indicated there was an assembly area for the café located on the second floor. The calculated
occupancy if this area was maintained as an assembly use would cause the required egress exit capacity
to be exceeded. If this area was changed to reduce the occupancy load, it would fall into compliance
with the provided exit capacity for this floor.
There needs to be continued vigilance to ensure the exit passageway on the second floor is not
restricted. This is an important safety aspect that should not be taken for granted. The area needs to be
maintained at an adequate width. There are also material flammability restrictions that should be kept.
The use of this area for any storage should not occur. There are several doors that open into the
passageway. While allowed in some cases, the one from the utility room would not be allowed in the
IBC. This was allowed through the use of the UBC and is of a minor concern. The current makeup would
not allow for an easy fix to comply with the IBC. As it stands it can stay as it is, with this understanding.
The east mechanical room on the fifth-floor exceeds the common path requirements. Since the room is
not normally occupied the problem could be left as is and not addressed. If there was a will to address
and reduce the common path, a door could be installed along the north wall. The wall is a rated wall and
the door would have to comply with the rating of the wall.
These issues address the prescriptive aspects. It is also important to use the performance-based analysis
to understand shortfalls and improve on the prescriptive aspects and improve on the determined goals
established by the performance analysis.
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With the performance safety goals of providing life safety, tenability criterion was established.
•
•
•

Smoke Obscuration of 13-feet horizontal view or vertical smoke level dropping below 6-feet
above floor.
Asphyxiant gas: Ct exposure dose of CO at 30,000 ppm-min
Thermal – ambient air temperature at 6 feet of 140° F (60°C)

These values when used with the modeled design fires help to understand the ability of the library to
keep the standards of NFPA 101 in regards to safety goals.
1) Protection of occupants not intimate with the initial fire development.
2) Improvement of the survivability of occupants intimate with the initial fire development.
When looking at the results of the three design fires within this report, it is clear that all the fires have
the ability to reach their peak heat release. With the library only having limited fire sprinklers, there is
no built-in mechanism to help keep the fire in check. In all three design fires, if an automatic sprinkler
system that complies with NFPA 13 was installed the fires would not reach the calculated peaks.
We can see problems associated with design fire 1 when the RSET does not allow for all occupants to
safely egress within the ASET. There are two ways this could be corrected, through an automatic
sprinkler system or a mechanical smoke control system. Both have large costs associated with their
installation. While more expensive, if one was going to be chosen, I would recommend the sprinkler
system. This would reduce the overall water supply demand.
The water supply for the library is provided with the use of four fire hydrants surrounding the building.
Water flow test show that there is a 2590 GPM at 20 psi residual water supply for this building. This is
well below the required flow for both the IBC and ISO recommendations. A sprinkler system would
lower the water demand and bring it into compliance with both the IBC and ISO.
The alarm system is compliant with the code of record at the time of construction. Its current
arrangement does not allow for rapid notification of a fire in the main areas of the library. The number
and location of smoke detectors are only in the elevator areas and the exit passageway. There are also
duct smoke detectors located on the fifth floor. If a fire was to ignite the main form of detection would
be occupant dependent and activation of a manual pull station. This could be improved by installing
additional smoke detectors throughout the library.
The notification of the fire alarm is audible tone. Due to the size of the building and possible large
number of occupants, there could be a delay in people reacting to the alarm. There is evidence that
people respond better to an alarm when there is both audible alarm and voice instructions. It would be
recommended to install an emergency voice notification system. This gives the ability to define
directions of action that would help to improve egress. It could also be used to delineate between a fire
and other hazards.
While not discussed within this report, it is also recommended that a written safety plan be developed.
This would provide the staff with a way to better serve the people using the building. The plan should
not be limited to fire responses. It should try and include all hazards that the library staff might be faced
with. As part of the safety plan, training of staff would be needed. While current staff might have
training, the plan would detail types of training needed and a time frame on how often.
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Implementing the recommendation within this report would go a long way to providing a safe
environment for all that use the library. It is also likely able to reduce the ill effects of fire on the building
and limit the down time from a fire.
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Appendix A

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Campus Map
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Appendix B
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Appendix C

Fire Alarm Riser Diagram

Symbol Key
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MCC Control Diagram

Air Duct Smoke Detector Diagram
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First Floor Electrical Plan
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Second Floor Electrical Plan
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Third Floor Electrical Plan
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Fourth Floor Electrical Plan
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Fifth Floor Electrical Plan
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Appendix D

Pathfinder Summary of Movement (All exits)
Simulation:
Library Project rev4
Version:
2019.3.1217
Mode:
Steering
Total Occupants: 2733
Completion Times for All Occupants (s):
Min:
2.2
"00511"
Max:
591.2
"02624"
Average:
194.0
StdDev:
156.9
Completion Times by Behavior (s):
Behavior Count Min
Min_Name
Goto Any Exit 2733 2.2
"00511"
*all behaviors* 2733 2.2
"00511"
Completion Times by Profile (s):
Profile
Count Min
Min_Name
Default
2733 2.2
"00511"
*all profiles*
2733 2.2
"00511"
Travel Distances for All Occupants (m):
Min:
2.0
"00511"
Max:
211.9
"01681"
Average:
65.9
StdDev:
40.4
Movement Distance by Behavior (m):
Behavior Count Min
Min_Name
Goto Any Exit 2733 2.0
"00511"
*all behaviors* 2733 2.0
"00511"
Movement Distance by Profile (m):
Profile
Count Min
Min_Name
Default
2733 2.0
"00511"
*all profiles*
2733 2.0
"00511"
[Components] All: 519
[Components] Doors: 284
Triangles:
2200
Startup Time:
1.2s
CPU Time:
446.4s

Max Max_Name
591.2 "02624"
591.2 "02624"

Avg StdDev
194.0 156.9
194.0 156.9

Max Max_Name
591.2 "02624"
591.2 "02624"

Avg StdDev
194.0 156.9
194.0 156.9

Max Max_Name
211.9 "01681"
211.9 "01681"

Avg
65.9
65.9

StdDev
40.4
40.4

Max Max_Name
211.9 "01681"
211.9 "01681"

Avg
65.9
65.9

StdDev
40.4
40.4
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Pathfinder Summary of Movement (Center Stairway blocked)
Simulation:
Library Project rev3
Version:
2019.3.1217
Mode:
Steering
Total Occupants: 2733
Completion Times for All Occupants (s):
Min:
2.2
"00511"
Max:
662.6
"02743"
Average:
242.4
StdDev:
189.0
Completion Times by Behavior (s):
Behavior Count Min
Min_Name
Goto Any Exit 2733 2.2
"00511"
*all behaviors* 2733 2.2
"00511"
Completion Times by Profile (s):
Profile
Count Min
Min_Name
Default
2733 2.2
"00511"
*all profiles*
2733 2.2
"00511"
Travel Distances for All Occupants (m):
Min:
2.0
"00511"
Max:
255.9
"01857"
Average:
69.2
StdDev:
44.9
Movement Distance by Behavior (m):
Behavior Count Min
Min_Name
Goto Any Exit 2733 2.0
"00511"
*all behaviors* 2733 2.0
"00511"
Movement Distance by Profile (m):
Profile
Count Min
Min_Name
Default
2733 2.0
"00511"
*all profiles*
2733 2.0
"00511"
[Components] All: 510
[Components] Doors: 277
Triangles:
2181
Startup Time:
1.9s
CPU Time:
513.1s

Max Max_Name
662.6 "02743"
662.6 "02743"

Avg StdDev
242.4 189.0
242.4 189.0

Max Max_Name
662.6 "02743"
662.6 "02743"

Avg StdDev
242.4 189.0
242.4 189.0

Max Max_Name
255.9 "01857"
255.9 "01857"

Avg
69.2
69.2

StdDev
44.9
44.9

Max Max_Name
255.9 "01857"
255.9 "01857"

Avg
69.2
69.2

StdDev
44.9
44.9
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